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The prior independent framework for algorithm design considers how well an algorithm that
does not know the distribution of its inputs approximates the expected performance of the optimal
algorithm for this distribution. This paper gives a method that is agnostic to problem setting
for proving lower bounds on the prior independent approximation factor of any algorithm. The
method constructs a correlated distribution over inputs that can be generated both as a distribu-
tion over i.i.d. good-for-algorithms distributions and as a distribution over i.i.d. bad-for-algorithms
distributions. Prior independent algorithms are upper-bounded by the optimal algorithm for the
latter distribution even when the true distribution is the former. Thus, the ratio of the expected
performances of the Bayesian optimal algorithms for these two decompositions is a lower bound on
the prior independent approximation ratio. The techniques of the paper connect prior independent
algorithm design, Yao’s Minimax Principle, and information design. We apply this framework to
give new lower bounds on several canonical prior independent mechanism design problems.
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1 Introduction

This paper develops a novel method for establishing lower bounds on prior independent approxi-
mation algorithms.

Stochastic models are enabling theoretical understanding of algorithms beyond those provided
by classical worst-case treatments (see Roughgarden, 2019). These models are especially interesting
for algorithm design problems with information theoretic constraints such as online algorithms,
mechanism design, streaming algorithms, etc. The Bayesian algorithm design problem can be
viewed as a two stage process. In the first stage the input is the prior distribution and an algorithm
is constructed for the distribution. In the second stage the constructed algorithm is run on the
realized input. The Bayesian optimal algorithm is the one with the highest expected performance.

The prior independent framework evaluates algorithms, which are not privy to the (first stage)
prior distribution of inputs, against a benchmark defined as the performance of the Bayesian op-
timal algorithm that is constructed for this prior. With no constraints on the prior distribution,
this problem is equivalent to classical worst-case algorithm design. Alternatively, prior indepen-
dent analyses in mechanism design (e.g., Dhangwatnotai et al., 2015) and online learning (e.g.,
Auer et al., 2002) restrict the distributions to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.),
respectively over values of agents in a mechanism and rounds of online inputs.

This paper develops a method for establishing lower bounds on the performance of prior in-
dependent algorithms (for classes of i.i.d. distributions). The method is based on Yao’s Minimax
Principle (Yao, 1977). The prior independent framework asks for the designer to pick one algorithm
that is good on an adversary’s chosen worst-case distribution. Yao’s minimax principle allows the
order of moves of the designer and adversary to be swapped. Thus, the prior independent op-
timal approximation ratio can be equivalently identified by an adversary choosing a distribution
over prior distributions and then the designer choosing a best algorithm. Note that the class of
i.i.d. distributions is not closed under convex combination, thus, the adversary’s distribution over
distributions generally gives a symmetric, correlated distribution over inputs.

The main object of study of this paper is dual blends, which are pairs of distinct distributions
over i.i.d. distributions of inputs that induce the same correlated distribution. To establish a
prior independent lower bound, we will be considering dual blends where one side of the dual
blend mixes over good-for-algorithms distributions and the other side mixes over bad-for-algorithms
distributions. The adversary can choose the mix over good-for-algorithms distributions in which
case the expectation over Bayesian optimal performances for this mix defines the benchmark of the
prior independent framework. On the other hand, the algorithm cannot tell the two blends apart
and thus its expected performance is upper bounded by the expectation over performances of the
Bayesian optimal algorithms for the bad-for-algorithms mix.

As a simple example, consider the mechanism design problem of posting a price to a single
agent with value on [1, h]. (Here the restriction to i.i.d. distributions is trivial as there is only
one agent.) A class of good-for-algorithms distributions is given by point masses. Note that the
Bayesian optimal pricing mechanism for a point mass is to post identically the same price as the
value (at which the agent always buys). A class of bad-for-algorithms distributions is given by
the equal revenue distribution with cumulative distribution F (x) = 1 − 1/x and a point mass of
1/h at h. The equal revenue distribution has the property that the expected revenue from any
posted price is 1 (the agent buys if her value is at least the price). Now consider the dual blend
where on the good-for-algorithms side we have the equal revenue distribution over point masses
and on the bad-for-algorithms side we have a point mass on the equal revenue distribution. The
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expected revenue over Bayesian optimal algorithms (in response to point mass distributions) from
the good-for-algorithms side is the expected value of the equal revenue distribution on [1, h], i.e.,
1 + lnh. The expected revenue from the bad-for-algorithms side is 1. Thus, we have established a
lower bound of 1 + lnh on the approximation factor of single-agent posted pricing. (In fact, this
example analysis is tight due to a matching upper bound from Hartline and Roughgarden, 2014.)

There are two challenges in establishing lower bounds for prior independent algorithms via the
blends method. The first challenge is in sufficiently understanding the Bayesian optimal algorithm
for the class of distributions under consideration. In several of the central studied areas of Bayesian
algorithms, this first challenge is solved in closed form. Bayesian optimal mechanisms are identified
broadly by Myerson (1981). For online learning with payoffs that are i.i.d. across rounds, the
Bayesian optimal algorithm is trivial, it selects the action with the highest expected payoff (which
is the same in each round). Of course, when closed forms are not available, bounds on the Bayesian
optimal performance can be employed instead. An important observation of the method of dual
blends is that not only are Bayesian optimal algorithms used to define the benchmark, but they can
also be used to get non-trivial bounds on any algorithm’s prior independent approximation ratio.

The second challenge of the blends method is in identifying dual blends where the expected
Bayesian-optimal performances for good-for-algorithms and bad-for-algorithms distributions are
significantly separated. In pursuit of this challenge we give two general approaches for constructing
dual blends for inputs of size two. (Many of the challenge problems in prior independent mechanism
design are for inputs of size two, e.g., Hartline et al., 2020.) The first approach is based on the
observation that when the density function of a correlated distribution on inputs of size two can
be written as a separable product of independent functions per order statistic of the inputs, then
it can be decomposed into two distinct distributions over i.i.d. distributions. The second approach
considers one side of the dual blend constructed from any scaled class of distributions with the
other side given by the inverse-distributions of these (for which, as a class, the roles of values and
scales are reversed in comparison to the original class).

We apply the blends method to two canonical problems in mechanism design. Both are two-
agent single-item environments. One considers the objective of revenue maximization under a
standard regularity assumption on the distribution. The other considers the objective of residual
surplus maximization (i.e., maximizing the value of the winner minus any payments made). Under
the restriction to scale invariant mechanisms, Hartline et al. (2020) identified the prior independent
optimal mechanism for revenue (and its approximation factor of about 1.907). It is unknown
whether the restriction to scale-invariant mechanisms is with loss. We use the blends method to
establish an unconditional lower bound of 23/18 ≈ 1.2777. For the residual surplus objective, an
upper bound of 4/3 exists as a corollary of Hartline and Roughgarden (2014). We establish a lower
bound of 1.00623 (no previous lower bound was known).

There are a number of significant open questions pertaining to lower bounds for prior inde-
pendent algorithm design from the method of dual blends. First, determine whether there are
non-trivial settings where the method from dual blends is tight. Second, develop methods for opti-
mizing the lower bound over classes of dual blends. Third, generalize the method beyond two-input
models. On this last point, while there are important problems in mechanism design with inputs of
size two, other settings would benefit from generalization to larger inputs, such as online algorithms.

Related Work The prior independent model was introduced in mechanism design by Hartline and Roughgarden
(2008) and further refined by Dhangwatnotai et al. (2015). At the time it was conjectured that
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the second-price auction was the prior independent revenue-optimal mechanism for selling a single
item to one of two agents with i.i.d. values from a regular distribution (Dhangwatnotai et al. (2015)
had shown that it guaranteed an upper bound of 2-approximation). Fu et al. (2015) disproved this
conjecture by identifying a mechanism with an improved upper bound. Allouah and Besbes (2018)
– with an additional restriction to scale-invariant mechanisms – proved a weaker version of the con-
jecture (restriction to monotone hazard rate distributions); and for regular distributions: improved
the upper bound and gave the first non-trivial lower bound for prior independent approximation
(by establishing a gap for specific distributions). Hartline et al. (2020) proved the tight result for
regular distributions under the scale-invariance restriction.

Hartline et al. (2020) connected the prior independent model from mechanism design with the
standard model for online learning. Most relevantly in relation to our work on prior independent
lower bounds, they showed that the simple follow-the-leader algorithm is optimal for expert learning
in prior independent settings (by direct analysis rather than by showing a matching lower bound).

Main Paper Outline Section 2 gives formal preliminaries of the prior independent setting and
proves lower bounds of the Blends Technique. Section 3 gives an explicit example of dual blends
and applies it to two distinct settings within mechanism design to show novel prior independent
lower bounds. Section 4 identifies two large classes of blends solutions, each distinctively motivated
as a generalization of the example of Section 3. Section 5 connects blends to information design
and considers the structure of blends’ information as it relates to Blackwell ordering. A secondary
outline for the appendix sections is included at the beginning of Appendix A.

2 Prior Independent Setup and Lower Bound Technique

Let F be a class of probability distributions with known fixed support V (e.g., [0,∞)). In the prior
independent algorithm design setting (PI), there is a distribution F which is known to come from
the class F and n inputs are drawn i.i.d. from F (thus input space is Vn). Critically, the algorithm
designer does not know the specific F ∈ F . The notation F is overloaded to be the cumulative
distribution function (CDF), and its probability density function (PDF) is f .

Fix an algorithm design problem that takes n i.i.d. inputs. Denote a class of feasible algorithms
by A and an algorithm in this class by A with expected performance A(v) for inputs v. When
evaluating the performance in expectation over inputs drawn from a distribution F , we adopt the
notation A(F ) = Ev∼F [A(v)]. An algorithm’s performance for an unknown distribution F is mea-
sured against the performance of the optimal algorithm which knows F . With these abstractions,
we formally define the Bayesian and prior independent (PI) optimization problems.

Definition 1. The Bayesian optimal algorithm design problem is given by a distribution F and
class of algorithms A; and solves for the algorithm OPTF with the maximum expected performance:

OPTF = argmaxA∈AA(F ). (OPTF )

Note that OPTF is an algorithm. Given a distribution F , the expected performance of the optimal
algorithm is OPTF (F ) and is the benchmark that we use for prior independent algorithms:

Definition 2. The prior independent algorithm design problem is given by a class of algorithms
A and a class of distributions F ; and searches for the algorithm that minimizes its worst-case
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approximation:

αF = min
A∈A

[

max
F∈F

OPTF (F )

A(F )

]

(αF )

where the value of the program αF is the optimal prior independent approximation factor for class
F and class A (which we leave implicit).

2.1 Theoretical Lower Bounds from Minimax

Yao’s Minimax Principle (Theorem 1) illustrates the role of the adversary through a direct con-
nection to a 2-player zero-sum game. First we define additional terms for use in Theorem 1 and
throughout the paper. Given a space Ω, denote the set of all possible distributions by ∆(Ω) – i.e.,
the probability simplex. Denote a distribution over elements ω ∈ Ω by γ ∈ ∆(Ω). Given a function
f : Ω1 ×Ω2 → R where Ω1 and Ω2 have arbitrary dimensions, we denote the expectation of f over
arguments ωi ∈ Ωi according to γi ∈ ∆(Ωi) as f(γi,ωj 6=i) = Eωi∼γi [f(ωi,ωj)], e.g., in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1 (Yao, 1977). [Yao’s Minimax Principle] Given a 2-player zero-sum game G in which
sequentially player 1 chooses mixed action γ1 ∈ ∆(Ω1), then player 2 chooses action ω2 ∈ Ω2. The
players are cost minimizers and the cost functions on pure actions are (any real-valued function)
C1(ω1, ω2) ≥ 0 and C2 = −C1. Then the value of game G (the left-hand side) satisfies:

inf
γ1∈∆(Ω1)

sup
ω2∈Ω2

C1(γ1, ω2) ≥ sup
γ2∈∆(Ω2)

inf
ω1∈Ω1

C1(ω1, γ2) (1)

2.2 A Technique for Prior Independent Lower Bounds: Blends

There is a detailed explanation of the high-level technique of lower bounds from Yao’s Minimax
Principle in the textbook by Borodin and El-Yaniv (1998). This section gives a minimax approach
that is specific to prior independent design. To outline, we: (a) fix a randomization over adversary
strategies in advance; (b) prove an upper bound on the performance of the best-response algorithm
from an alternative description of the adversary’s induced correlated distribution over inputs; and
(c) measure the gap between the adversary’s expected optimal performance and the upper bound
on the expected performance of any algorithm. The key idea is the correlation in (b):

Definition 3. A blend is a distribution-over-distributions δ ∈ ∆(F). (Thus, δ(F ) is the density at
F .) A blended distribution δn ∈ ∆(Vn) is the induced density function of the correlated distribution

resulting from n i.i.d. draws from a common distribution F̂ , with F̂ drawn from δ.
Two blends δ1, δ2 are called dual blends if there exists correlated density function g such that:

δn1 (v) = g(v) = δn2 (v) ∀ v

Each of δ1, δ2 are a side of the dual blend. Finally, define optn,i = EF∼δi [OPTF (F )] to be the
expected performance of an optimal algorithm which knows F over a blend δi.

The point is: an arbitrary blend δ can be “flattened” to describe a specific (symmetric) correlated
distribution δn = g over input space Vn. Now suppose in fact two distinct blends δ1 and δ2 as choices
of the PI adversary induce the same correlated distribution, i.e., they satisfy Definition 3. Because
both induce the same description of input profiles, every algorithm is limited by the structure of
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either description. The lower bound of the technique has the following intuition: the adversary
chooses δ2 which fixes the benchmark of the current scenario to optn,2 = EF∼δ2 [OPTF (F )];

1 δ2
induces the correlated distribution g and the algorithm best responds to g; however the fact that
δ1 also induces g means that every algorithm is upper bounded by optn,1; if this upper bound is
strictly smaller than the benchmark, then a strict gap necessarily ensues. The proof of Theorem 2
appears in Appendix A.1.

Theorem 2. Consider a prior independent setting with input space Vn, class of algorithms A, and
class of distributions F . Let Fall be all distributions. Assume there exist two distinct dual blends
δ1 ∈ ∆(Fall) and δ2 ∈ ∆(F) and correlated density function g (of Definition 3) such that:

δn1 (v) = g(v) = δn2 (v) ∀ v

Then the optimal prior independent approximation factor αF is at least the ratio optn,2/optn,1:

αF = min
A∈A

max
F∈F

OPTF (F )

A(F )
≥

optn,2
optn,1

(2)

Definition 4. The Blends Technique is the proof technique for approximation lower bounds which
applies Theorem 2 to a specified prior independent design problem.

A detailed outline of the necessary computations to confirm that descriptions of δ1 and δ2 are dual
blends is given in Appendix A.4, which also includes a first non-trivial n = 2 example of a dual
blend. Construction of dual blends does not depend on problem domain – e.g., mechanism design or
online algorithms – but which dual blend induces the largest lower bound does depend on domain.
Subsequently in this paper we will (a) give examples of dual blends and use them to prove lower
bounds per Definition 4, and (b) give general methods for identifying dual blends.

3 Results in Blends Analysis

The first goal of this section is to exhibit a concrete example of dual blends. The example proceeds
in two steps: (1) we describe a relaxed solution that allows infinite weight which is not directly
usable for lower bounds but has simpler algebraic form; and (2), we show that this relaxed solution
can be modified to become proper dual blends.

The second part of the section uses the dual blends example to state novel lower bounds for
two distinct problems from mechanism design. Our lengthy introduction to mechanism design and
the proofs of these results are deferred to Appendix B. Interestingly, the distinct objectives of these
two problems results in the two sides of the dual blends playing opposite roles (as choice of the
adversary versus gap-inducing upper bound). Later in Section 5, we discuss the implications of this
observation in terms of precluding Blackwell ordering between the two sides of the dual blend.

3.1 A Concrete Dual Blends Example

This section provides an explicit example of dual blends – with motivation for the chosen distri-
butions from themes in mechanism design. First, we will describe a blends-type solution that has
unbounded input support and infinite total weight (so it is not a probability distribution and it

1 Lemma 1 in Appendix A.1 shows that we can set the prior independent benchmark in this way.
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is not possible to re-normalize its weights to become one).2 Second, we modify the infinite-weight
solution to have finite weight in a finite input space (which can be normalized to 1 for any fixed
weight). We provide a solution outline with some confirming calculations deferred to Appendix A.5.

For this running dual blends example, the δ1 side will be parameterized by a base class of
upward-closed Quadratics (called “equal revenue” in the mechanism design literature), with PDF
given by qudz(x) = z/x2 and CDF given by Qudz(x) = 1 − z/x on [z,∞). The δ2 side will be a
base class of downward-closed Uniforms, with PDF given by ud0,z(x) = 1/z and CDF given by
Ud0,z(x) = x/z on [0, z]. (Generally, let Uda,b be the Uniform distribution on [a, b].)

Infinite-weight Blends We start by describing the weights oF corresponding to δ1 and weights
ωF corresponding to δ2. Because we first allow the total weight to be infinite, we only require the
function g (relaxed to be a “correlated function” rather than a correlated distribution) to match
up its output mass at every input (cf., density of a correlated distribution).

The weights of the upward-closed Quadratics blend (δ1) are as follows:

• weights oQz =
2
zdz on all upward-closed distributions Qudz for z ∈ (0,∞).

The weights of the downward-closed Uniforms blend (δ2) are as follows:

• weights ωUz =
2
zdz on all downward-closed distributions Ud0,z for z ∈ (0,∞).

Using symmetry, we analyze mass in the cone v1 ≥ v2 ≥ 0. The calculations of total mass at any
point v ∈ (0,∞)2 are confirmed to be equal from either dual blends description of the common
correlated function g.

result of Qudz blend =

∫ v2

0
oQz · qudz(v1) · qudz(v2) =

∫ v2

0

2

z
·
z

v21
·
z

v22
dz =

1

v21
= g(v) (3)

result of Ud0,z blend =

∫ ∞

v1

ωUz · ud0,z(v1) · ud0,z(v2) =

∫ ∞

v1

2

z
·
1

z
·
1

z
dz =

1

v21
= g(v) (4)

The setup of these calculations is expanded in detail in Appendix A.4. As desired, each side of the
dual blends describes exactly the same function g over V2. The remaining issue to be addressed is
that the total weight of all included distributions is divergent:

∫∞
0

2
zdz =∞.

Modification to Finite-weight Blends Next we show how to modify the infinite-weight solu-
tion above to a proper dual blends solution with approximately the same elements. Consider input
support V = [1, h] for 1 < h < ∞. First we define the weights oF and ωF , largely informed by
the infinite-weight solution. We let the total weight in the system be any constant and can assume
that it gets normalized to 1 later. In fact the total weight will be: 1 +

∫ h
1

2
zdz = 1 + 2 ln h.

The Quadratics have the same general description as the infinite-weight case but are now top-
truncated at h, with truncated density moved to a point mass at h.3 Formally, Quadratics have PDF
←−−
qudh

′

z (x) = z/x2 on [1, h) and point mass
←−−
qudh

′

z (h) = 1/h, correspondingly CDF
←−−
Qudh

′

z (x) = 1− z/x

on [1, h) and
←−−
Qudh

′

z (h) = 1.

2 The elements of a blend δ are technically densities but we generally refer to them as weights, i.e., the weight
corresponding to a distribution within the mixture over F according to δ. We do this to accommodate a relaxed
definition for blend which allows arbitrary total weight (including infinite).

3 We briefly explain notation of
←−
F h′

. Let a left-over-arrow modify the domain-upper-bound of F to be h. The

accent in
←−
F h′

indicates that density above h is truncated to h as a point mass, i.e., the original CDF jumps to 1 at h.
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The Uniforms have the same general description as the infinite-weight case but now have domain
lower bound at 1 and allow top-truncation at h. Formally, Uniforms without truncation have PDF
ud1,z(x) = 1/z − 1 and CDF Ud1,z(x) = x− 1/z − 1 on [1, z]. Uniforms with truncation have PDF
←−
udh

′

1,b(x) =
1/b− 1 on [1, h) and point mass

←−
udh

′

1,b(h) =
b− h/b− 1, correspondingly

←−
Udh

′

1,b(x) =
x− 1/b− 1

on [1, h) and
←−
Udh(h) = 1.

The weights of the upward-closed Quadratics blend (δ1) are as follows:

• point mass of weight opm = 1 on (truncated) distribution
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ;

• weights oQz =
2
zdz on all upward-closed (truncated) distributions

←−−
Qudh

′

z for z ∈ [1, h].

The weights of the downward-closed Uniforms blend (δ2) are as follows:

• point mass of weight ωpm = (2h−1)2

h2 on (truncated) distribution
←−
Udh

′

1,2h;

• weights ωUz =
2(z−1)2

z3
dz on all downward-closed distributions Ud1,z for z ∈ [1, h].

(In fact, we use only one uniform distribution with truncation:
←−
Udh

′

1,2h.) Calculations to show that

these blends result in the same correlated distribution g over [1, h]2 are given in Appendix A.5.

3.2 First Illustrative Results in Mechanism Design

We show two prior independent lower bounds in mechanism design from the exact same dual blends
solution (using Quadratics-versus-Uniforms with finite weight of Section 3.1 and the Blends Tech-
nique of Definition 4). Revenue and residual surplus are two objectives within mechanism design
(see Appendix B.1). Theorem 3 (below, for a revenue objective) uses an adversarial distribution
over the Uniforms side of the dual blend. By contrast, Theorem 4 (for a residual surplus objective)
uses an adversarial distribution over the Quadratics side. This dichotomy of the respective adver-
saries’ choices highlights how even a single example of dual blends can be distinctly applied to two
algorithm settings in order to identify a PI approximation lower bound within each setting.

A fixed prior independent lower bound is stronger if it holds for a smaller class of distributions.
Let LF be a lower bound on the optimal approximation factor αF for a class F . Fact 1 makes clear
that LF holds additionally for a superclass E :

Fact 1. Given two classes of distributions E and F such that E ⊃ F . Then αE ≥ αF ≥ LF .

Thus, we give our results for the smallest classes of distributions in order to state the strongest

bounds from our analysis. Define two sub-classes: Uniforms Funif[1, h] = {
←−
Udh

′

1,b : 1 ≤ b} ≡

uniforms on [1, b] truncated at h; and Quadratics Fquad[1, h] = {
←−−
Qudh

′

a : 1 ≤ a ≤ h} ≡
quadratics on [a, h] truncated at h. We explain the approach for both theorems but full proofs
are deferred to Appendix B.

Theorem 3. Given a single-item, 2-agent, truthful auction setting with a revenue objective and
with agent values restricted to the space [1, h] for h > 2. For the class of uniform distributions
Funif, the optimal prior independent approximation factor of any (truthful) mechanism is lower
bounded as:

αF
unif

h ≥
opt2,2
opt2,1

=
23h
6 −

7
2 − ln(h/2)

3h − 2
= LF

unif

h (5)

The lower bound LF
unif

h → 23/18 ≈ 1.2777 as h→∞ and this is the supremum of LF
unif

h over h ≥ 1.
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The canonical PI revenue maximization problem measures worst-case approximation with respect to
the class of regular distributions F reg (Definition 17). All of our Uniforms are regular: F reg ⊃ Funif.

As a corollary, we get a lower bound for regular distributions: αF
reg

h ≥ LF
unif

h .
As already stated, the proof of Theorem 3 follows the script of the Blends Technique (Defini-

tion 4). We set δ2 ∈ ∆(Funif) to be the Uniforms blend with finite weights (page 6) and we set
δ1 ∈ ∆(Fall) to be the corresponding Quadratics dual blend. The Second Price Auction (SPA;
Definition 11) is optimal for all Quadratics in Fquad; the lower bound h > 2 is necessary so that the
SPA is not also optimal for all Uniform distributions with positive weight in δ2 (otherwise there is
no gap: opt2,2/opt2,1 = 1). Given these, the right-hand side of equation (5) is simply the result of
evaluating opt2,2/opt2,1 (and recalling from Definition 3 that optn,i = EF∼δi [OPTF (F )]).

Theorem 4. Given a single-item, 2-agent, truthful auction setting with a residual surplus objective
and with agent values restricted to the space [1, h] for h ≥ 8.56. For the class of quadratic distri-
butions Fquad, the optimal prior independent approximation factor of any (truthful) mechanism is
lower bounded as:

αF
quad

h ≥
opt2,2
opt2,1

>
4h2 − 2h− h ln h− e ln h− e

4h2 − 3h− h lnh
= LF

quad

h (6)

The lower bound LF
quad

h → 1 as h→∞. As an example bound: for h ∈ N, the maximum of LF
quad

h

is achieved at h = 18 with LF
quad

18 ≈ 1.00623.

The canonical PI residual surplus maximization problem measures worst-case approximation with
respect to the class of all distributions Fall.4 As a corollary, we get a lower bound for all distribu-
tions: αF

all

h ≥ LF
quad

h .
Once again, the proof of Theorem 4 uses the Blends Technique. This time we set δ2 ∈ ∆(Fquad)

to be the Quadratics blend with finite weights and set δ1 ∈ ∆(Fall) to be the corresponding
Uniforms. The Lottery (Definition 15) is optimal for all Uniforms in Funif; the lower bound h ≥ 8.56
is necessary so that the Lottery is not also optimal for all Quadratics with positive weight in δ2
(otherwise there is no gap). Note, the right-hand side of equation (6) is a simplified lower bound
on the ratio opt2,2/opt2,1 as shown in the statement.

Previously for 2-agent auctions for revenue and unbounded value space, with the additional
restriction to scale-invariant mechanisms, Allouah and Besbes (2018) proved for monotone hazard
rate distributions (Fmhr; Definition 16) that the SPA is optimal and gave the optimal approximation

αF
mhr

≈ 1.398 (Theorem 10); and also proved for regular distributions (F reg) the first-ever PI
lower bound. Hartline et al. (2020) gave the optimal mechanism and approximation αF

reg

≈ 1.907
(Theorem 11). For residual surplus, there is no previous lower bound. Our mechanism design
results have not been optimized in order to identify best lower bounds from the Blends Technique.

4 We note the contrast: Fall is standard for prior independent design with a residual surplus objective, whereas
Freg is standard with a revenue objective. As partial explanation: for the class Fall, Hartline and Roughgarden
(2014) show that constant-approximation is possible for residual surplus, and also show a super-constant lower bound
for revenue. Revenue maximization restricts to regular distributions which satisfy a natural concavity property, and
for which constant-approximation is possible (the first upper bound was from Dhangwatnotai et al. (2015)).
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4 General Dual Blends Solutions: Order-statistic Separability and

Inverse-distributions

This section describes two broad approaches for infinite-weight dual blends solutions that may be
useful for identifying good lower bounds for problems of interest, i.e., within a search over dual
blends for the one that yields the best lower bound.

The first blends structure exists when the common function g can be written as multiplicatively-
separable functions per order-statistic of the inputs (for n = 2). The second blends structure
generates one side of the dual blend by parameterizing over scales of a fixed, base function F ,
and the other side is then automatically generated by parameterizing over scales of the inverse-
distribution of F . The example of Section 3.1 is a special case of both approaches.

For simplicity, we describe these constructions allowing for infinite-weight blends. Similar meth-
ods as used in the example of Section 3.1 can convert them to proper probability distributions.

4.1 Blends from Order-statistic Separability

This section introduces order-statistic-separable functions and subsequently describes a class of dual
blends based on these functions. Fix n = 2 and our inputs in the cone v1 ≥ v2 ≥ 0 in which v1
represents the first (largest) order statistic and v2 the second (smaller) order statistic.

Definition 5. Given n = 2. An order-statistic-separable function (with domain V2) is symmetric
across the line v1 = v2 and for inputs subject to v1 ≥ v2 ≥ 0, has the form:

g(v) = g1(v1) · g2(v2)

for which both g1 and g2 adopt the domain V.

To be clear, the separate functions g1 and g2 are not independent factors of g because of the
condition v1 ≥ v2. The function g is correlated and is not a product itself. Let G1(z) =

∫∞
z g1(y)dy

and G2(z) =
∫ z
0 g2(y)dy be respectively upward-cumulative and downward-cumulative functions.

(Intuitively, if G1(z) is finite, then a “normalized” function g1(x)/G1(z) gives the PDF of a conditional
probability distribution parameterized by z, on domain [z,∞); and the same is true for finite G2(z)
on domain (0, z].)

Before stating a formal result in Theorem 5 to construct dual blends, we show that the
Quadratics-versus-Uniforms example of Section 3.1 exhibits order-statistic separability. The blends’
correlated density at every point v ∈ R

2
+ for v1 ≥ v2 was calculated in equations (3) and (4) to be

g(v) = 1/v2
1. It is easy to verify that g1(v1) = 1/v2

1 and g2(v2) = 1 satisfy Definition 5. The proof
and discussion of Theorem 5 are given in Appendix C.

Theorem 5. Consider non-negative functions g1(·) and g2(·) each with domain (0,∞). For every
z > 0, let g1,z be g1 restricted to the domain [z,∞) and g2,z be g2 restricted to the domain (0, z].

Each δi blend is a distribution over the set {gi,z : z > 0}. Let og1(z) and ωg2(z) be functions
(as free parameters which we may design) to describe weights corresponding respectively to each
g1,z and to each g2,z.

First, assume g1(·) and g2(·) satisfy the following conditions:

1. The function χ(z) = g1(z)
g2(z)

evaluated in the limit at ∞ is 0, i.e., limz→∞ χ(z) = 0;
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2. the function ψ(z) = g2(z)
g1(z)

evaluated in the limit at 0 is 0, i.e., limz→0 ψ(z) = 0;

3. χ(z) must be weakly decreasing, equivalently, ψ(z) must be weakly increasing;

Then the weights functions og1(z) = dψ(z) and ωg2(z) = −dχ(z) give a dual blends solution with:

g(v) = g1(v1) · g2(v2) for v = (v1, v2 ≤ v1)

If the following condition additionally holds:

4. the integrals G1(z) =
∫∞
z g1(y) dy and G2(z) =

∫ z
0 g2(y) dy are positive and finite for all

x ∈ (0,∞);

then for the same function g, there exists a dual blends solution (by modification from the original
solution) for which all of the g1,z and g2,z functions are distributions.

The modification for the last part of Theorem 5 is defined by: the distributions making up the
blends classes are g̃1,z(x) = g1,z(x)/G1(z) and g̃2,z(x) = g2,z(x)/G2(z) and the weights are õg1(z) =
dψ(z) · (G1(z))

2 and ω̃g2(z) = −dχ(z) · (G2(z))
2.

4.2 Blends from Inverse-distributions

It is a remarkable feature of the infinite-weight Quadratics-versus-Uniforms dual blends that both
sides use the exact same weights parameters per z, namely oQz = ωUz = 2/z · dz. This structure
is not an anomaly – it is indicative of a class of infinite-weight dual blends solutions which we
formalize in Theorem 6 (and give the key definitions and proof below).

The critical structure is the multiplicative inverse ‘1/z.’ Its importance is highlighted from two
perspectives: inverse-distributions and arbitrary distribution rescaling. Notably, Quadratics and
Uniforms are inverse-distributions to each other, which we see directly from Qud1(x) = 1− 1/x on
[1,∞) for which the inverse-distribution CDF is 1−Qud1(1/x) = 1− (1− 1/1/x) = x = Ud0,1(x) on
[0, 1]. Additionally, the Quadratics blend assigns weights to all rescalings of Qud1 and the Uniform
blend assigns weights to all rescalings of Ud0,1. Fundamentally, Theorem 6 shows that there is a
duality between distribution values and distribution scales, as can be observed in equation (7).

Theorem 6. Given distribution F, define members Fy of its parameterized class of all possible
rescalings y > 0, and its inverse-distribution i-F by

Fz(x) = F(x/z) = 1− i-F(z/x) = 1− i-Fx(z) (7)

For n = 2, Fz and i-Fz give classes that are dual blends using weights oz = ωz = 1/z, i.e., they
describe a common function g at every v = (v1, v2 ≤ v1):

∫ ∞

0

1

z
· fz(v1) · fz(v2) dz = g(v) =

∫ ∞

0

1

z
· i-fz(v1) · i-fz(v2) dz (8)

Definition 6. Given a distribution F with domain [a, b] (or domain [a,∞)), i.e., F (a) = 0 and
F (b) = 1. The inverse-distribution of F is defined by the CDF function i-F (x) = 1 − F (1/x)
on domain [1/b, 1/a] (respectively domain (0, 1/a]). The PDF of the inverse-distribution is denoted
i-f . (Fact: as an operation, distribution inversion is its own inverse, i.e., it respects the identity
i-(i-F ) = F .)
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Fact 2. Given a distribution Fz=1 with default scaling parameter z = 1 and with domain [a, b] (or
domain [a,∞)). The distribution F1 can be arbitrarily re-scaled for z ∈ (0,∞) to Fz(x) = F1(x/z)
with domain [z · a, z · b] (respectively domain [z · a,∞)).

These concepts come together in Theorem 6. Note that technically, Theorem 6 is a special case of
Theorem 5. However, it proves that an infinite-weight blends solution always exists effectively from
fixing symmetric weights oz = ωz = 1/z ·dz and then choosing the g1 and g2 as inverse-distributions
of each other. In comparison, g1 and g2 were (relatively) free parameters in Theorem 5 to be
chosen first, for which weights could then be identified to complete a dual blends solution. We give
a concise proof of Theorem 6 from the key ideas of this section (inverse-distributions and rescaling):

Proof. Given distribution F and its inverse-distribution i-F, the rescaled CDFs and PDFs are:

Fz(x) = F(x/z) i-Fz(x) = i-F(x/z) = 1− F(z/x)

fz(x) =
1

z
· f(x/z) i-fz(x) =

z

x2
· f(z/x)

Starting from the right-hand side of equation (8), the following sequence completes the proof:

∫ ∞

0

1

z
· i-fz(v1) · i-f(v2) dz =

∫ ∞

0

[

1

z
· dz

]

·

(

z

v21
· f(z/v1)

)

·

(

z

v22
· f(z/v2)

)

(here we perform calculus-change-of-variables using z = ζ(y) = v1·v2
y ; recall that part of the substi-

tution is dz = ζ ′(y) · dy, and integral endpoints get mapped by ζ−1(·))

=

∫ 0

∞

[

1
v1·v2
y

·

(

−v1 · v2
y2

· dy

)

]

·

(

v1·v2
y

v21
· f(v2/y)

)

·

(

v1·v2
y

v22
· f(v1/y)

)

=

∫ ∞

0

[

1

y
· dy

]

·

(

1

y
· f(v2/y)

)

·

(

1

y
· f(v1/y)

)

=

∫ ∞

0

1

y
· fy(v2) · fy(v1) dy

An interesting property of (infinite-weight) dual blends from Theorem 6 that emerges from the
proof is: we don’t have to solve for a closed-form expression for the function g in order to prove
equality of its dual descriptions. As a consequence, the process of obtaining lower bounds from
dual blends may reduce to computation of expectations over optimal performances OPTF (F ).

5 Blends Design is Information-Design-Design

This section connects theoretical optimization of the Blends Technique to the economics topic of
information design, specifically as a procedure of information-design-design (IDD). For a given prior
independent problem (parameterized by class of distributions F), the main idea is to separate into
modular problems the search for the optimal dual blend (which yields the largest lower bound of
any dual blend). (1) An “outer” problem identifies an optimal correlated distribution g∗ ∈ G =
{δn | δ ∈ ∆(F)}. The outer problem searches over: (2) for any exogenous g ∈ G, an “inner”
problem identifies two blends that induce g – respectively from F and Fall – to maximally separate
the ratio of optimal performances given each blend (cf., the Blends Technique).

Effectively, the distributions that compose each blend acts as signals to which each correspond-
ing optimal algorithm OPTF may respond. If signals can be designed as outputs of a mapping from
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underlying inputs as fixed states, then such signal-response games are called information design.
(We can design signals in this way for our problems, see Lemma 9 based on Bayes Law.) We exhibit
the separation of problems first and defer the presentation of information design.

Describing the sequence of inequalities below, the first line starts with a prior independent
problem and its right-hand side optimizes over lower bounds from the Blends Technique. This
step removes the algorithm design problem of the min-player and gives a new problem (which is
constrained with respect to the original, possibly with loss).

Next where an adversary optimizes both steps of a sup− sup program, we rearrange these two
successive choices to: (a) optimize the correlated distribution g which represents both (flattened)
sides of the dual blends simultaneously; and then (b) optimize over sets of blends which induce g
to maximize the numerator (using F) and minimize the denominator (using Fall).5 The final line
is a reorganization using independence of numerator and denominator which now each comprise a
sub-problem of the Blends Technique.

αF = min
A∈A

max
F∈F

OPTF (F )

A(F )
≥ sup

δ2∈∆(F)

[

sup
δ1∈{δ | δ∈∆(Fall) and δn=g=δn2 }

[

EF∼δ2 [OPTF (F )]

EF∼δ1 [OPTF (F )]

]

]

= sup
g∈G









sup
δ2∈{δ | δ∈∆(F) and δn=g}

δ1∈{δ | δ∈∆(Fall) and δn=g}

[

EF∼δ2 [OPTF (F )]

EF∼δ1 [OPTF (F )]

]









= sup
g∈G

[

supδ2∈{δ | δ∈∆(F) and δn=g} (EF∼δ2 [OPTF (F )])

infδ1∈{δ | δ∈∆(Fall) and δn=g} (EF∼δ1 [OPTF (F )])

]

(9)

Definition 7. The optimization problem of equation (9) is Information-Design-Design. Within the
brackets, we refer to the optimizations respectively as the Numerator and Denominator Games.

Thus, when g is fixed exogenously by an outer maximization, there is a reduction to diametrically-
opposite questions of constrained information design (Proposition 1 next). Constraining the design
is the key step – informally information design is a signalling game and we require that signals
be distributions F ∈ F (which each induce a product distribution Fn). Thus, (a) the marginal
distribution over signals is a blend, and (b) an optimal algorithm can be run in response to a given
signal F̂ (cf., the use of distributions-as-signals in optn,i = EF∼δi [OPTF (F )]).

Proposition 1. Consider the prior independent design problem (Definition 2) given a class of
distributions F , a class of algorithms A, and n inputs. Optimization of the Blends Technique
approach to prior independent lower bounds is described by:

αF ≥ sup
g∈G

[

supδ2∈{δ | δ∈∆(F) and δn=g} (EF∼δ2 [OPTF (F )])

infδ1∈{δ | δ∈∆(Fall) and δn=g} (EF∼δ1 [OPTF (F )])

]

5 This optimization may be non-trivial – for a single exogenous g, there are generally multiple candidate blends
which induce g. Intuitively, this is true because the set {δ | δn = g} is closed under convex combination. As
illustration, first consider two distinct dual blends examples ga = δn1 = δn2 and gb = δn3 = δn4 as may be generated per
the large class of Theorem 6. Then gab = ga/2+ gb/2 has four blends solutions: δni /2+ δnj /2 for all i ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {3, 4}.
(We count here the four combinations of “corner” descriptions of gab. We ignore that, e.g., the δni /2 term may mix
over δn1/2 and δn2/2 – an optimization never needs this mix by linearity of expectation.) To generalize, the convex set
{δ | δn = g} is generally a Hilbert space, e.g., if g is a continuous mixture over a continuum of dual blends.
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Further, its Numerator Game and its Denominator Game can be independently instantiated as
problems of constrained information design.

Most of this Section 5 is deferred to the appendix. Appendix D.1 gives a formal introduction
to information design. Appendix D.2 describes the respective reductions of the Numerator and
Denominator Games to information design (thereby providing the proof for Proposition 1).

Appendix D.3 evaluates dual blends from the perspective of Blackwell (partial) ordering, which
compares two designs of signalling strategies equivalently in terms of both a strong measure of their
information content, and a strong measure of their usefulness for arbitrary optimization objectives.
In our case, signalling strategies correspond to blends, and the IDD Numerator Game searches for
the best signals using F while its Denominator Game searches for the worst signals using Fall. We
include here an observation regarding our example of Quadratics-versus-Uniforms dual blends:

Corollary 1. Finite-weight Quadratics-versus-Uniforms dual blends are an example for which there
is no relationship according to Blackwell ordering.

If two distinct optimizations prefer expectation over optimal performances from distinct sides of
a dual blend, then Blackwell ordering is precluded. Corollary 1 is a consequence of our results in
Section 3.2 whereby Theorem 3 (for revenue) used an adversarial distribution over the Uniforms
side of the dual blend, versus, Theorem 4 (for residual surplus) used an adversarial distribution
over the Quadratics side.
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A Supporting Material for Section 2 and Section 3.1

We start this Appendix A with an outline of all appendix sections.

A. Supporting material for the Blends Technique in Section 2 and our main blends example
of Quadratics-versus-Uniforms in Section 3.1; broadly, the naming scheme and notation for
distributions is explained in Appendix A.3.
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B. (page 29) Introduction and preliminaries for Mechanism Design, and proofs of our mechanism
design results in Section 3.2; applications to mechanism design play a more prominent role
through the appendix than the main body of the paper.

C. (page 54) Proof, discussion, and corollaries of Theorem 5 in Section 4.1 which introduced
infinite-weight blends from order-statistic separability.

D. (page 60) Deferred presentation of information-design-design and assessment of Blackwell
ordering from Section 5; includes introductions to information design and Blackwell ordering.

A.1 Proof of Theorem 2 in Section 2

For use in this section, recall our notation A(F ) = Ev∼F [A(v)] for the expected performance of
algorithm A on n i.i.d. draws from a distribution F .

First we state and prove Lemma 1 which shows that for any fixed blend δ̄ (as implicit choice
of the adversary), we can obtain a lower bound on prior independent approximation. (This lower
bound is used as an interim step within the proof of Theorem 2.)

Lemma 1 states that we can replace the adversary’s maximization problem within prior indepen-
dent design (for reference see equation (10)). In its place, the adversary effectively sets a benchmark
as the expectation of optimal performance over distributions drawn from δ̄ (thus, the benchmark
is EF∼δ̄ [OPTF (F )]). Symmetrically, the algorithm’s performance is its expected performance over
distributions drawn from δ̄ (thus, its performance is EF∼δ̄ [A(v)]).

An algorithm’s approximation of the benchmark is measured as the ratio of this benchmark to
its performance, i.e., as ratio-of-expectations (ROE). The lower bound results from the minimum
ratio achieved by any algorithm A ∈ A. Practically, this lower bound is only an abstraction because
we don’t say anything about how to optimize the algorithm A.

Lemma 1 (The Ratio-of-Expectations Benchmark Lemma). Consider a prior independent setting
with input space Vn, class of algorithms A, and class of distributions F . Let δ̄ ∈ ∆(F) be any fixed
blend, i.e., a fixed distribution over the distributions of F . Then

αF = min
A∈A

max
F∈F

OPTF (F )

A(F )
≥ min

A∈A

[

EF∼δ̄ [OPTF (F )]

EF∼δ̄ [A(F )]

]

, for fixed δ̄ (10)

Proof. We start with the prior independent design problem. Explanations for each step of this
sequence are given following.

min
A∈A

max
F∈F

OPTF (F )

A(F )
= min

A∈A
max

δ∈∆(F)

EF∼δ [OPTF (F )]

EF∼δ [A(F )]

≥ max
γ∈∆(∆(F))

min
A∈A

Eδ∼γ

[

EF∼δ [OPTF (F )]

EF∼δ [A(F )]

]

= max
δ∈∆(F)

min
A∈A

[

EF∼δ [OPTF (F )]

EF∼δ [A(F )]

]

= min
A∈A

[

EF∼δ̄ [OPTF (F )]

EF∼δ̄ [A(F )]

]

, for fixed δ̄
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• The first line above both relaxes the adersary’s action space to allow a mixture of distributions
– i.e., a blend δ ∈ F – and changes the benchmark (numerator) to be set by the expected
optimal performance over distributions from the blend.

It holds with equality because by Lemma 2 below, the value of the inner maximization
program before-and-after this step is the same for every A – the adversary gains no extra
advantage because the ratio on the right-hand side must always be dominated anyway by the
ratio achieved by some distribution F+ in the support of any chosen δ. (To explain in further
detail, the adversary could choose F+ in the left-hand program and can still choose a point
mass on F+ in the right-hand program.)

• The second line applies Yao’s Minimax Principle (Theorem 1). Note, the adversary’s choice
of actions γ ∈ ∆(∆(F)) represents the exact transformation using Minimax: the adversary
now acts first and plays a distribution over actions in its support from the initial min−max
side. Then:

• The third line holds because the set of all blends over F – namely, ∆(F) – is closed under
convex combination.

• The last line holds because fixing an argument of the outer program can only impair its
objective (in this case by fixing δ = δ̄ for any δ̄ ∈ ∆(F) per the lemma statement).

Lemma 2 supports the previous proof. It states that for a ROE objective like we use above, a
point mass on an element of the mixture must achieve at least the value of the overall ratio. This
statement is similar to a standard statement from the probabilistic method – that there exists a
point in the support of a distribution that is at least the expectation. Lemma 2 is proved using
this standard statement.

Lemma 2. Consider a domain Ω and two positive functions a : Ω → R+ and b : Ω → R+. For
every distribution γ over the elements of Ω, there exists ω+ in the support of γ for which

a(ω+)

b(ω+)
≥

Eω∼γ [a(ω)]

Eω∼γ [b(ω)]
(11)

Proof. Set α = Eω∼γ [a(ω)] and β = Eω∼γ [b(ω)]. The first line uses these definitions and the
second line is a simple re-organization:

α

β
=

Eω∼γ [a(ω)]

Eω∼γ [b(ω)]

0 = Eω∼γ [β · a(ω)− α · b(ω)]

Applying the probabilistic method (explained immediately before this lemma) to the last line, there
must exist ω+ for which β · a(ω+)− α · b(ω+) ≥ 0 which is equivalent to a(ω+)/b(ω+) ≥ α/β.

With the full proof of Lemma 1 in place, we are prepared to restate and prove Theorem 2.

Theorem 2. Consider a prior independent setting with input space Vn, class of algorithms A, and
class of distributions F . Let Fall be all distributions. Assume there exist two distinct dual blends
δ1 ∈ ∆(Fall) and δ2 ∈ ∆(F) and correlated density function g (of Definition 3) such that:

δn1 (v) = g(v) = δn2 (v) ∀ v
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Then the optimal prior independent approximation factor αF is at least the ratio optn,2/optn,1:

αF = min
A∈A

max
F∈F

OPTF (F )

A(F )
≥

optn,2
optn,1

Proof. We start with the prior independent design problem and apply Lemma 1 (given above; by
assigning δ̄ = δ2). Justifications for the next steps are given afterwards.

min
A∈A

max
F∈F

OPTF (F )

A(F )
≥ min

A∈A

[

EF∼δ2 [OPTF (F )]

EF∼δ2 [A(F )]

]

= min
A∈A

[

optn,2
Ev∼g [A(v)]

]

= min
A∈A

[

optn,2
EF∼δ1 [A(F )]

]

≥ min
A∈A

[

optn,2
EF∼δ1 [OPTF (F )]

]

=
optn,2
optn,1

(12)

• The second and third lines substitute using the definition of optn,i and the assumption in the
theorem statement that δn1 (v) = g(v) = δn2 (v).

Note, the adversary’s choice of δ2 is restricted to the set ∆(F) up front in the prior indepdent
problem (i.e., the parameter F is fixed exogenously), and δ2 induces g = δn2 . However given
g, there may exist any alternative description δ1 with g = δn1 , including a δ1 ∈ ∆(Fall) that
uses distributions outside the original class F . This freedom to design δ1 is an inherent
consequence of nature.

• The fourth line inequality recognizes that expectation over locally optimal performances –
each knowing the true F when realized – must weakly dominate the performance of a single
algorithm run against all realizations of F (formally: Fact 3 after this proof).

• The final equality substitutes and realizes that the algorithm no longer appears in the function
to be minimized, i.e., the objective is constant.

The following holds because each OPTF algorithm is optimal pointwise per F , whereas running A
against each F is itself immediately upper bounded by OPTF :

Fact 3. Given an arbitrary prior independent algorithm design setting with class of distributions
F and class of algorithms A, and given δ ∈ ∆(F). For any fixed algorithm A ∈ A:

EF∼δ [OPTF (F )] ≥ EF∼δ [A(F )]

A.2 An Alternative Proof of Theorem 2 from Linear Programming

We give a second proof of Theorem 2 for algorithms settings in which it is possible to explicitly
model the prior independent problem (Definition 2) as a linear program, in particular in which
the algorithm’s performance is a linear combination over variables. We use a specific example of
truthful auctions within mechanism design (see Appendix B.1 for introduction) but it will be clear
where algorithm-specific considerations “disappear” and we are left with an alternative proof for
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the Blends Technique. The techniques and principles of linear programming that we apply here
follow from Vohra (2011).

To summarize, this section re-proves the Blends Technique using an example problem (a sim-
ple auction) in a restricted analytical setting (linear programming). We identify two prominent
structures:

1. The Blends Technique describes lower bounds by measuring the prior independent approxima-
tion of an “algorithm” that – rather than choosing assignments of problem-specific variables
– can directly choose its pseudo-performance outcome on every input v independently of
problem-specific constraints, as long as for every distribution F ∈ Fall, its expected pseudo-
performance on inputs drawn from F does not exceed the optimal algorithm’s performance
OPTF (F ). This structure is observed in Linear Program 4 below, which is a relaxation of
the initial problem’s LP.

2. Linear Program 5 is the dual program of the primal in the previous point. Critically, our dual
blends (of Definition 3) give feasible solutions for this dual program. The Blends Technique for
obtaining lower bounds on prior independent approximation then follows from the inequality
between the optimal value of the primal program and the value of the objective of the dual
for feasible solutions.

Regarding specifics of mechanism design: we write a program to describe the prior independent
truthful mechanism design problem, for which it is sufficient to use virtual value maximization and
characterization of truthful mechanisms (Theorem 8, Myerson (1981)). Note that we can write
the program once and it applies for each objective using the corresponding virtual value function.
Further, the linear programming approach – in conjunction with Myerson’s characterization – uses
the fact that optimization over truthful mechanisms M = (x,p) reduces to optimization over
implementable allocations x (cf. Theorem 7). Thus, the arguments of the initial linear program
are (monotone) allocations x. Let M(F ) be the expected performance of mechanism M on n i.i.d.
draws from F .

In order to write the problem as a linear program, we define α̌F = 1/αF to be the multiplicative
inverse of our standard approximation factor. Thus, we may think of α̌F ∈ [0, 1] as the largest
(max−min) fraction of OPTF that optimal M∗ can guarantee in worst-case (i.e., M∗(F ) ≥ α̌F ·
OPTF (F ) ∀ F ∈ F).

We need to write a linear program with a single objective. The technique to “unravel” the
max−min formulation (of prior independent design) in order to remove the embedded adversarial-
min-objective relies on moving it into a constraint (see the “approximation” line below) and opti-
mizing an approximation-ratio variable α̌ as the value of the program. The optimal factor α̌F is
necessarily at most 1 and we copy this fact into the objective function line.

Linear Program 1 (The Prior Independent Truthful Mechanism Design Program). Given a class
of distributions F and any auction objective – along with its corresponding definition of the virtual
value function – the optimal single-item, n-agent truthful mechanism (described by x∗) and its
optimal approximation factor αF = 1/α̌F are given by the argmax of the following program:

α̌F = max
x, α̌

α̌ ≤ 1 (13)

s.t.
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∫

Vn

(

∑

i

φFi (v) · xi(v)

)

d(fn(v)) ≥ α̌ ·OPTF (F ) ∀ F ∈ F (approximation)

∑

i
xi(v) ≤ 1 ∀ v ∈ Vn (single-item feasibility)

xi(vi,v−i) ≤ xi(v
′
i,v−i) ∀ i, vi, v

′
i > vi, v−i (monotonicity)

xi(v) ≥ 0 ∀ i, v (non-negativity)

(From now on, we assume non-negativity without writing it.) Starting from Linear Program 1,
we provide a sequence of modifications in order to reprove Theorem 2 for linear prior independent
algorithm design problems. The goal from here is to obtain a linear program for which we can assign
weights of a dual blend to its variables as a feasible solution, and then analysis of an identifiable
bound on the objective function implies the desired inequality: αF ≥ optn,2/optn,1.

The key observation for the first modification step is that without loss we can add to the
program a constraint of non-super-optimality, and not only with respect to F but with respect to
all distributions (represented by the class Fall):

Linear Program 2 (The Appended Program). This program adds a non-super-optimality con-
straint to Linear Program 1 without loss. We give only the new constraint:

∫

Vn

(

∑

i

φFi (v) · xi(v)

)

d(fn(v)) ≤ OPTF (F ) ∀ F ∈ Fall (non-super-optimality)

The new constraint is without loss because no prior independent algorithm can do strictly better
given F than the optimal algorithm OPTF which knows F (Fact 3), and further, this is true
regardless of any restrictions imposed on the distribution by the class F . The next step is to in fact
drop all of the setting-specific constraints within the linear program, giving us a program whose
optimal value α̌Flax upper bounds the previous program (i.e., the maximum may now be larger):

Linear Program 3 (The Appended-Relaxed Program). This program relaxes Linear Program 2
by dropping its mechanism-design-setting-specific constraints. We are left with:

α̌F ≤ α̌Flax = max
x, α̌

α̌ ≤ 1 (14)

s.t.
∫

Vn

(

∑

i

φFi (v) · xi(v)

)

d(fn(v)) ≥ α̌ ·OPTF (F ) ∀ F ∈ F (approximation)

∫

Vn

(

∑

i

φFi (v) · xi(v)

)

d(fn(v)) ≤ OPTF (F ) ∀ F ∈ Fall (non-super-optimality)

Of course, the bound α̌F ≤ α̌F
lax

holds if and only αF = 1/α̌F ≥ 1/α̌F

lax, therefore 1/α̌F

lax is a lower
bound on the prior independent approximation factor of the original problem. The next step is
to notice that without coordinate-specific constraints on the variables x, each parenthetical term
may in fact be replaced by a pair of variables Ã(v) and B̃(v), which together represent a measure
of algorithm pseudo-performance on input v that is locally unconstrained. (We use Ã(v) − B̃(v)
everywhere, effectively as one variable that may be positive or negative.)

The only remaining constraint on the assignment of the variables Ã = {Ã(v) : v ∈ Vn} and
B̃ = {B̃(v) : v ∈ Vn} is: the expectation of pseudo-performance on any distribution F must
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not exceed the optimal algorithm given F (which retains all constraints), i.e., per the non-super-
optimality constraint which remains.

We make one more modification to the linear program in this step: we multiply its objective by
a positive constant κ. For now, we leave κ to-be-defined but we will use it later to help short-cut
the analysis. This modification is obviously benign in terms of the argmax. (Note that if we want
to ignore κ, we set κ = 1 and the objective line here satisfies α̌F ≤ α̌F

lax
= max

Ã, B̃, α̌ α̌ ≤ 1.)

Linear Program 4 (The Appended-Relaxed-Simplified Program (ARS)). This program simplifies
the variable-space of Linear Program 3 without loss by replacing the original allocation variables
x with algorithm pseudo-performance variables Ã and B̃, i.e., by substituting Ã(v) − B̃(v) =
(
∑

i φ
F
i (v) · xi(v)

)

:

κ · α̌F ≤ κ · α̌Flax = max
Ã, B̃, α̌

κ · α̌ ≤ κ (15)

s.t.
∫

Vn

(

Ã(v)− B̃(v)
)

d(fn(v)) ≥ α̌ ·OPTF (F ) ∀ F ∈ F (approximation)

∫

Vn

(

Ã(v)− B̃(v)
)

d(fn(v)) ≤ OPTF (F ) ∀ F ∈ Fall (non-super-optimality)

At this point, no structure of the original mechanism design setting remains in Linear Program 4
– thus, any algorithm setting may continue from this point if its prior independent program can
drop setting-specific constraints and write pseudo-performance as a single variable (because also:
any algorithm setting may add non-super-optimality).

We now convert Linear Program 4 to its dual program. (The value of the dual program is at
least the value of the primal program and we write this into the objective line.) Each constraint-line
of the dual is assigned an intuitive label to describe its behavior within the program; and the dual
has the following variables (one per primal constraint):

approximation: ωF ∀ F ∈ F

non-super-optimality: oF ∀ F ∈ F
all

Linear Program 5 (The Dual of the ARS Program).

κ · α̌Flax ≤ min
ω, o

∫

Fall

oF ·OPTF (F ) dF (16)

s.t.
∫

F
ωF ·OPTF (F ) dF ≥ κ (for α̌) (scale-setting)

∫

Fall

(oF − ωF ) · f
n(v) dF ≥ 0 ∀ v ∈ Vn (for Ã(v)) (density-matching-A)

∫

Fall

(−oF + ωF ) · f
n(v) dF ≥ 0 ∀ v ∈ Vn (for B̃(v)) (density-matching-B)

The final point is to choose (a) dual arguments ω = {ωF : F ∈ F} and o = {oF : F ∈ Fall}
such that these variables describe a finite-weight dual blend with ω the weights for distributions
in a blend δ2 ∈ F and o the weights for distributions in a blend δ1 ∈ F

all; and (b) choose
κ =

∫

F ωF ·OPTF (F )dF . Making all of these substitutions into Linear Program 5, we see that this
assignment of dual arguments gives a feasible solution to the dual constraints:
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• this assignment meets density-matching with equality by definition of a dual blend which is
in fact a necessary structure to satisfy both constraints (and further, note that equality is
necessary per complimentary slackness wherever we need to allow strictly positive assignment
to the corresponding primal variables Ã(v) and B̃(v));

• and, it meets scale-setting with equality by choice of κ (which makes it is easy to verify).

An assignment to variables that satisfies all constraints gives an upper bound on the optimal value
of a minimization LP. Thus, substituting, re-arranging the objective of Linear Program 5, and
incorporating relationships stated previously gives

α̌Flax ≤

∫

Fall oF ·OPTF (F ) dF
∫

F ωF ·OPTF (F ) dF
=

optn,1
optn,2

⇓

optn,2
optn,1

≤
1

α̌Flax
≤

1

α̌F
= αF

which finishes the re-proof of Theorem 2 for linear algorithm settings.

A.3 Distribution Naming Conventions, Including Exogenous Restrictions

All distributions will be “named” functions written in un-italicized lettering, using the following
scheme. Distribution names will:

• use letters corresponding to the beginning letters of their standard names in the math com-
munity (or natural attempts to copy such); and end with the last letter ‘d’ for “distribution;”

• use the first letter capitalized to reference the distribution itself as an object and to represent
its CDF; and use all letters lowercase to reference the PDF;

• use a lower-case-i prefix to identify an inverse-distribution (per Definition 6);

• e.g., these should clearly distinguish the exponential function exp(x) = ex =
∑∞

k=0
xk

x! ; versus
an exponential distribution ‘Exd1’ with PDF exd1(x) = e−x.

• an exception to this naming scheme is local definition and usage of a distribution ξ.

We give further notation to represent operations to modify a given distribution F to a related
form. For absolute clarity, we first explicitly explain these standard operations. Truncation cuts
off a distribution (either at the top or at the bottom) and re-allocates the deleted probability
measure of the discarded support to a point mass at the truncation point. Conditioning cuts off a
distribution and re-normalizes the densities in the remaining domain by dividing by its remaining
total probability measure.

Given a distribution F , we introduce the following formal notation. Everything that follows
applies to a distribution name F , its CDF F , and its PDF f . Denote a bottom-conditioning and

re-normalization of F at input a by
−→
F a, top-conditioning and re-normalization at input b by

←−
F b,
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and both operations at a and b > a respectively by
←→
F a,b.6 If the distribution F instead becomes

truncated on one side with a point mass (rather than being conditioned and re-normalized), we

accent the end point to indicate the point mass, e.g.,
←→
F a,b′ represents conditioning above a and

top-truncation at b. If the original distribution is described by one or more parameters, e.g. Fz,

these naturally persist as subscripts, for example
←→
F a,b′

z .

A.4 Details of the Blends Technique and a First Example Implemented Directly

with Finite Weights: Shifted-Exponentials versus Uniforms

The goal of this section is to illustrate (a) the process of proving a dual blends structure from
description of its elements in order to fit into Theorem 2, and then (b) the process of obtaining
an algorithm-specific lower bound on prior independent approximation (which requires a specific
algorithm setting). In addition to working through the process for (a) in detail in this section, it
is fully outlined within Figure 1 as an offset page. This section includes some steps of the general
process that do not apply in the case of our example here. As previously mentioned – both this
process and the construction of concrete examples of dual blends exist independently of algorithm
setting. For both (a) and (b) we use a dual blends example of Shifted-Exponentials-versus-Uniforms.

Looking ahead, the setting for (b) will be an application of mechanism design (which is intro-
duced in Appendix B.1). Specifically, the setting for (b) will use a 2-agent truthful auction with
a revenue objective, which is sufficient description to analyze a revenue gap; only at the very end
will we identify relevant classes of distributions for which the revenue gap is meaningful and then
formalize the gap with Proposition 2.

Dual Blends. We now describe the elements of our example and prove that they describe dual
blends. We assume n = 2 and start with δ1 and δ2 as follows. The δ1 blend is a mixture re-
stricted to upward-closed Shifted-Exponentials. The shifted exponential distribution Sedz,1 has
PDF sedz,1(x) = e−(x−z) and CDF Sedz,1(x) = 1− e−(x−z) on [z,∞).

The δ2 blend is a mixture restricted to downward-closed Uniforms. The uniform distribution
Ud0,z has PDF ud0,z(x) = 1/z and CDF Ud0,z(x) = x/z on [0, z]. Note explicitly, each input has
support V = [0,∞) and input space is V2.

The weights oF correspond to distributions in δ1 and the weights ωF correspond to distributions
in δ2. We require here that the total weight in the system is W = 1, though this could be relaxed
for general blend examples:

Fact 4. The total weight W of a dual blends analysis may be any positive constant as long as the
total weight is finite – any finite weight will divide-out regardless in the right-hand side of line (12)).
The total weight on each side of the dual blend must be equal.

Further, blends must match up exactly to the technical degree which recognizes the difference
between continuous density dv and point masses. The blend itself is included as a dimension if puts
weight on a continuous mix over a parameter z.

Definition 8. Define the count of dimensional density by the number of (axis-aligned) dimensions
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} in which density is continuous: dvi or dz.

6 The arrows, where present, indicate the deleted density’s direction of movement on the real line. This includes
the use of ‘left-right-arrow’ to indicate a both-top-and-bottom domain restriction which “smushes” the density towards
the middle of the original domain.
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Overview observation:

Blends in this paper always result from distributions over: i.i.d. draws from a distribution F . As such,
measurements of density at any fixed input (v1, v2) are always dimensionally-aligned to the obvious axes.
Measurements of density must respect the difference between continuous density dvi and point masses.
Regarding density at a fixed input (v1, v2), it could consist of continuous density in both dimensions
(i.e., dv1dv2), point mass density in both dimensions, or one dimension of each, e.g., point mass density
of v1 multiplied by a continuous density per dv2.

Steps to confirm δ1 and δ2 as dual blends:

1. Description Explicitly enumerate the composition of the distributions δ1 and δ2.

2. Pointwise equality For all inputs v = (v1, v2) ∈ V
2, compute the total density resulting from each

blend for each type of measurement of density at the given v.

3. Finiteness (if applicable) Compute the total weight over all inputs for each blend to confirm they
are finite; this computation doubles as a sanity check to help confirm that they are equal.

Identification of Sufficient Integral End Points:

When a blend contains an integral over distributions parameterized by a bound z on the distributions’
respective domains, distributions that contribute 0 at a point v may – without loss – be excluded by the
integral computation of density at v. This can be implemented by assignment of the integral end points
because by observation, the ignored distributions are described by either an upward or downward-closed
set over parameters z. E.g. for Uniforms at input (4, 2), ignore z < 4 because only Ud0,z with z ≥ 4
contribute positive density at (4, 2); cf. for z = 3, we have ud0,3(4) ·ud0,3(1) = 0 · 1/3 dz = 0. Symmetric
consequences apply for z as a parameter for a distribution’s lower bound. See Figure 2 for illustration.

Steps to analyze resulting performance gap:

1. Optimal performances Compute OPTF (F ) for every F with positive weight in either δ1 or δ2.

2. Blend performance Compute opt
2,1 and opt

2,2 as the measures of blend-weighted expected opti-
mal performance, accounting for both continuous density and point mass blends weights.

3. Identify lower bound The ratio of blend performances (arranged to be at least 1) proves a nec-
essary gap between an adversary’s choice and the performance of any algorithm, and therefore lower
bounds optimal approximation αF .

4. Worst-case (optional/ if applicable) If the analysis is parameterized, analyze worst-case assignment
of the parameter – e.g., for value space [1, h], consider h→∞.

Figure 1: Given class of distributions F and n = 2, this offset provides outlines of required steps
to (a) prove that two distributions over distributions δ1 and δ2 are dual blends (of Definition 3);
and (b) prove a performance gap from Theorem 2 applied to δ1 and δ2.
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Figure 2: We illustrate identification of integral endpoints for blends calculations when one side
(left) is a blend over distributions with upward-closed domain [z,∞) for all z and the other side
(right) is a blend over distributions with downward-closed domain [0, z] for all z. Fix input values,
e.g., (v1, v2) = (4, 2). On each side, the shaded region illustrates a parameter that contributes 0
density (or mass) at the point (4, 2). Observably, the effective ranges of integration for a blends
calculation are respectively [0, 2] and [4,∞). Generally, they are [0, v2] and [v1,∞).

Fact 5. For distributions δ1 and δ2 to be dual blends, it is necessary at every input v that they
match up density exactly for every type of measurement of density, in order to account for the
difference between continuous density and point masses.

The weights on the upward-closed Shifted-Exponentials blend (δ1) are as follows:7

• point mass of weight opm = 1
2 on the distribution Sed0,1.

• weights oEz =
1
2e
−zdz on all upward-closed distributions Sedz,1 for z ∈ [0,∞).

The weights on the downward-closed Uniforms blend (δ2) are as follows:

• (explicitly) we don’t need a point mass;

• weights ωUz =
1
2z

2e−zdz on all downward-closed distributions Ud0,z for z ∈ [0,∞).

Here we observe that none of the distributions composing the blends incorporate point mass density.
Therefore the only type of measurement of density that appears in the correlated distribution of
this example is of the doubly-continuous form dv1dv2. I.e., we only need to check the 2-D density
of g(v) at each v ∈ [0,∞)2. By symmetry we analyze density in the cone v1 ≥ v2 ≥ 0.

7 Subscripts on blends weights correspond to natural indicators of the distributions represented without respecting
their exact naming schemes. We trust these will be clear from context. In this case, Shifted-Exponentials Sed are
reduced to E and Uniforms Ud to U . The z parameter is also present in the subscript.
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Determination of end points of integrals to compute the blends’ densities are both (a) described
in Figure 1 as part of procedure, and (b) illustrated in Figure 2. Intuitively, we start with an
integral over all z ∈ [0∞). However, we truncate the integral end points because not all elements
of a blend will put positive density on an input (vali[1], v2 ≤ v1). The calculations of density –
ignoring the continuous density terms dv1dv2 which are implied by the 2D subscript of g – are
given by:

result of Sedz,1 blend =

∫ v2

0
oEz · sedz,1(v1) · sedz,1(v2) + opm · sed0,1(v1) · sed0,1(v2) (17)

=

∫ v2

0

(

1

2
e−z
)

· e−(v1−z) · e−(v2−z) dz +
1

2
· e−v1 · e−v2 =

1

2
e−v1 = g2D(v)

result of Ud0,z blend =

∫ ∞

v1

ωUz · ud0,z(v1) · ud0,z(v2) (18)

=

∫ ∞

v1

(

1

2
z2e−z

)

·
1

z
·
1

z
dz =

1

2
e−v1 = g2D(v)

This concludes the blending of Shifted-Exponentials on one side and Uniforms on the other side
into the same correlated distribution. The total weight of the system is 1 from the Sedz,1 side:

opm +

∫ ∞

0
oEz =

1

2
+

∫ ∞

0

1

2
· e−zdz = 1

Total weight is fairly obvious from the Shifted-Exponentials side. To confirm the total weight from
the Uniforms side, we compute the total weight using two iterations of integration-by-parts:

∫ ∞

0
ωUz =

∫ ∞

0

1

2
z2e−zdz =

1

2

(

[

−z2e−z
]∞

0
+

∫ ∞

0
2ze−zdz

)

=
1

2

(

0 + 2

[

[

−ze−z
]∞

0
+

∫ ∞

0
e−zdz

])

=
1

2
(2 [0 + 1]) = 1

Lower Bound from Revenue Gap. Having Shifted-Exponentials-versus-Uniforms as an exam-
ple of dual blends, we now illustrate how to plug them into Theorem 2 for a mechanism design
setting to obtain a lower bound on prior independent approximation via calculation of opt2,1 and
opt2,2. (Mechanism design is introduced in Appendix B.1.) The setting is a 2-agent truthful auction

with a revenue objective and the specific bound that we will obtain is αF ≥ 1.1326.
The first step is to compute optimal revenue for each distribution appearing in either side of

the dual blend. Consider the δ2 side – i.e., the Ud0,z side. The optimal revenue from n = 2 agents
drawn i.i.d. from a uniform distribution U [0, z] is known to be 5

12z. This solution completely covers
the distributions used on the δ2 side. Therefore we have

opt2,2 =

∫ ∞

0
ωUz ·OPTUd0,z (Ud0,z) =

∫ ∞

0

(

1

2
z2e−z

)

·
5

12
z dz =

1

2
·
5

12
· 3! =

5

4
(19)

where the factor of 3! results from noting that for positive integers k, after repeated integration by
parts,

∫∞
0 zke−zdz = k!, and in this case we have k = 3.
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To analyze the δ1 side – i.e. the Sedz,1 side – it is sufficient to only look at the virtual value
function for arbitrary Sedz,1 because all distributions Sedz,1 can be represented by draws from
[Sed0,1 conditioned on v2 ≥ z > 0]. Later, Fact 8 will state that given this setup, an observed value
v̂ will necessarily have the same virtual value regardless of which distribution-with-conditioning was
used to generate it. In fact this property holds independently of the hazard rate parameter β > 0:

φSedz,β (v) = v −
1−

(

1− e−β(v−z)
)

β · e−β(v−z)
=

(

v −
1

β

)

∀ z > 0, v ≥ z (20)

Fact 6. For all z ≥ 0 in the Sedz,β class of distributions including our specific case for β = 1, there
exists a single mechanism which is optimal for them all: a Second Price Auction with a reserve
price at 1/β.

This simplifies our task to calculate opt2,1 because we can directly add up the revenue of the

globally optimal mechanism across the correlated distribution g(v) = 1
2e
−v1 . Recalling v1 ≥ v2, we

use symmetry across the line v1 = v2 and calculate this as:

opt2,1 (21)

=2

[
∫ 1

0
0 · dv1 +

∫ ∞

1

(
∫ 1

0

1

2
e−v1 [reserve price] dv2 +

∫ v1

1

1

2
e−v1 [second price] dv2

)

dv1

]

= 2

[
∫ ∞

1

(
∫ 1

0

1

2
e−v1 · 1 · dv2 +

∫ v1

1

1

2
e−v1 · v2 · dv2

)

dv1

]

=

∫ ∞

1
e−v1

(

1 +
1

2

(

v21 − 1
)

)

dv1

=

[

−1

2
e−v1

(

v21 + 2v1 + 3
)

]∞

1

=

[(

1

2
·
1

e
· 6

)

− 0

]

=
3

e
≈ 1.1036

Discussion Having solved for opt2,1 and opt2,2, Theorem 2 gives us a necessary revenue gap and
therefore a lower bound on approximation. The gap is8

opt2,2
opt2,1

=
5/4
3/e

=
5e

12
≈ 1.1326... (22)

and reflects the following intuition. The adversary commits to an action up front, specifically δ2
the Uniforms distribution. Interpreting this adversary-moves-first choice through Yao’s Minimax
Principle and our Benchmark Lemma 1, this choice sets the benchmark (in the numerator) to
opt2,2. The designer knows the adversary’s strategy and best responds. However δ22 = g = δ21
which shows that even when the designer knows that g was generated by δ2, the designer can not

8 Dual blends analyses generally can depend on difficult and technically tricky computation. Here we exhibit a
quick sanity check on the revenue of the Shifted-Exponentials side. As stated above, the optimal algorithm is the
SPA with a reserve price of 1. Note then that the SPA with no reserve is sub-optimal, therefore its revenue lower
bounds the optimal revenue:

The easiest way to calculate the revenue of the SPA is to note that for each uniform distribution Ud0,z, the SPA
gets 1

3
z. Compare this to the optimal auction per uniform distribution, which got 5

12
z. From this we see that the

SPA simply gets 4/5ths of the revenue of the optimal mechanisms for each distribution on the Uniforms side. Because
opt2,2 = 5/4, it follows that the SPA gets 1. We confirm that this non-optimal revenue is less than the optimal revenue
for the Shifted-Exponentials side which was opt2,1 ≈ 1.1036.
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do better than best responding directly to g, and further, can not do better than by making a
particular assumption that g was generated by the Shifted-Exponentials blend δ1. In fact, critically
by Fact 3, the performance of any mechanism is upper bounded by opt2,1. Our intermediate
conclusion is that our descriptions of Shifted-Expontials and Uniforms as a dual blend result in a
revenue gap of any mechanism of at least 1.1326.

As previously mentioned, we were in fact able to proceed with analysis to this point without
even specifying a class of allowable distributions F . In fact, the lower bound holds for any class of
distributions that includes all uniform distributions Ud0,b. Let F

⊇UNIFORM = {F | all Ud0,b ∈ F}
be the (meta)-set of classes of distributions that contain all uniform distributions (as a subset).

Proposition 2. Given a single-item, 2-agent, truthful auction setting with a revenue objective and
with agent values in space [0,∞). For every class of distributions F ∈ F⊇UNIFORM, the optimal
prior independent approximation factor of any (truthful) mechanism is lower bounded as:

αF ≥ 1.1326

As a corollary, the bound of equation (22) holds for two classes commonly used within mechanism
design – it holds for both the regular F reg (Definition 17) and monotone hazard rate Fmhr (Defi-
nition 16) distributions settings,9 and this depends only on the adversary’s choice of The Uniforms
side of the dual blend because all distributions Uda,b are MHR and also regular (for the revenue
objective). I.e., we have both that αF

reg
≥ opt2,2/opt2,1 = 1.1326 and – as a stronger result because

the MHR class is smaller (per Fact 1)– that αF
mhr
≥ opt2,2/opt2,1 = 1.1326.

There is an important observation here (as alluded within the proof of Theorem 2 regarding
the implicit relaxation to δ1 ∈ ∆(Fall)). The Shifted-Exponentials comprising δ1 are also both
MHR and regular, but this doesn’t matter – the upper bound on revenue of any mechanism as
results from the Shifted-Exponentials blend-description (of the common correlated distribution) is
a consequence of nature itself as follows solely from the adversary’s choice of the Uniforms blend,
and the structure of that “consequence” (namely, the revenue-upper-bound structure of the Shifted-
Exponentials) faces no constraints at all. The adversary chooses its blend subject to a particular
F but the other side of the dual blend can be composed of any subset of distributions in Fall (and
examples exist for which this is the case).

A.5 Quadratics-versus-Uniforms: Finite Weight Calculations

For convenience, we copy the descriptions of the distributions used and the weights of the blends
from the main body of the paper (page 7) and then give the density calculations below.

Quadratics have PDF
←−−
qudh

′

z (x) = z/x2 on [1, h) and point mass
←−−
qudh

′

z (h) = 1/h, correspondingly

CDF
←−−
Qudh

′

z (x) = 1− z/x on [1, h) and
←−−
Qudh

′

z (h) = 1.
Uniforms without truncation have PDF ud1,z(x) = 1/z − 1 and CDF Ud1,z(x) = x− 1/z − 1 on

[1, z]. Uniforms with truncation have PDF
←−
udh

′

1,b(x) = 1/b− 1 on [1, h) and point mass
←−
udh

′

1,b(h) =

b− h/b− 1, correspondingly
←−
Udh

′

1,b(x) =
x− 1/b− 1 on [1, h) and

←−
Udh(h) = 1.

The weights on the upward-closed Quadratics blend (δ1) are as follows:

9 For MHR and regular settings, our bound here is generally only illustrative – for V = [0,∞), and with a
restriction to scale-invariant mechanisms which is conjectured to be without loss, Allouah and Besbes (2018) show a

tight bound for Fmhr of αF
mhr

≈ 1.398 and Hartline et al. (2020) show a tight bound for Freg of αF
reg

≈ 1.907.
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• point mass of weight opm = 1 on (truncated) distribution
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ;

• weights oQz =
2
zdz on all upward-closed (truncated) distributions

←−−
Qudh

′

z for z ∈ [1, h].

The weights on the downward-closed Uniforms blend (δ2) are as follows:

• point mass of weight ωpm = (2h−1)2

h2 on (truncated) distribution
←−
Udh

′

1,2h;

• weights ωUz =
2(z−1)2

z3
dz on all downward-closed distributions Ud1,z for z ∈ [1, h].

With the introduction of pure point masses into underlying distributions, recall that dual blends
must match up for every dimension count. For convenience we re-state Definition 8. Then we
calculate and confirm all (un-normalized) densities from both sides.

Definition 8. Define the count of dimensional density by the number of (axis-aligned) dimensions
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} in which density is continuous: dvi or dz.

g2D(v) =

∫ v2

1
oQz ·

←−−
qudh

′

z (v1) ·
←−−
qudh

′

z (v2) + opm ·
←−−
qudh

′

1 (v1) ·
←−−
qudh

′

1 (v2) (23)

=

∫ v2

1

2

z
·
z

v21
·
z

v22
dz + 1 ·

1

v21
·
1

v22
=

1

v21

g2D(v) =

∫ h

v1

ωUz · ud1,z(v1) · ud1,z(v2) + ωpm ·
(←−
Udh

′

1,2h(v1)
)

·
(←−
Udh

′

1,2h(v2)
)

(24)

=

∫ h

v1

2(z − 1)2

z3
·

1

(z − 1)2
dz +

(2h− 1)2

h2
·

(

1

(2h− 1)

)2

=
1

v21

g0D(h, h) =

∫ v2=h

1
oQz ·

←−−
qudh

′

z (h) ·
←−−
qudh

′

z (h) + opm ·
←−−
qudh

′

1 (h) ·
←−−
qudh

′

1 (h) (25)

=

∫ h

1

2

z
·
z

h
·
z

h
dz + 1 ·

1

h
·
1

h
= 1

g0D(h, h) =

∫ h

v1=h
ωUz · ud1,z(h) · ud1,z(h) + ωpm ·

(←−
Udh

′

1,2h(h)
)

·
(←−
Udh

′

1,2h(h)
)

(26)

=

∫ h

h

2(z − 1)2

z3
·

1

z − 1
·

1

z − 1
dz +

(2h − 1)2

h2
·

(

h

(2h − 1)

)2

= 1

g1D(h, v2) =

∫ v2

1
oQz ·

←−−
qudh

′

z (h) ·
←−−
qudh

′

z (v2) + opm ·
←−−
qudh

′

1 (h) ·
←−−
qudh

′

1 (v2) (27)

=

∫ v2

1

2

z
·
z

h
·
z

v22
dz +

1

h
·
1

v22
=

1

h

g1D(h, v2) =

∫ h

v1=h
ωUz · ud1,z(h) · ud1,z(v2) + ωpm ·

(←−
Udh

′

1,2h(h)
)

·
(←−
Udh

′

1,2h(v2)
)

(28)

=

∫ h

h

2(z − 1)2

z3
·

1

z − 1
·

1

z − 1
dz +

(2h − 1)2

h2
·

(

h

2h− 1

)

·

(

1

2h− 1

)

=
1

h

As desired, each side of the dual blends yields the same function g = (g2D, g0D, g1D).
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Observable Structure of Dual Blends Having completed two finite-weight blends solutions
(Shifted-Exponentials-versus-Uniforms in Appendix A.4 and now Quadratics-versus-Uniforms here
in Appendix A.5), we identify the following structure which is frequenly observed in example dual
blends and general methods (Section 4) of this paper.

Illustrated here on input support V = (0,∞), the observed structure is: the input size is n = 2;
distributions composing δ1 are upward-closed and are parameterized by z ∈ (0,∞) with domain
[z,∞); and distribution in δ2 are downward-closed and are parameterized by z ∈ (0,∞) with domain
(0, z]. In further detail:

• δ1 is a distribution with weights oz over realized values of a single distributional parameter
for a given upward-closed distribution; e.g., δ1 was a distribution over domain-lower-bounds
z of the Shifted-Exponentials in Appendix A.4;

• δ2 is a distribution with weights ωz over realized values of a single distributional parameter for
a given downward-closed distribution; e.g., δ2 was a distribution over domain-upper-bounds
z of the Uniforms in Appendix A.4.

We conjecture that no dual blends exist for n > 2 from our Blends Technique. For the intuition
of this conjecture, see our discussion of “algebraic consequences of the integral end points” in
Appendix C.2. We believe that this upward-closed/downward-closed dual structure is an important
property that deserves further study.

B Application: Mechanism Design Preliminaries and Proofs

This section gives a formal introduction to mechanism design as the highlighted application of our
general results in the paper, which otherwise do not depend on algorithm setting. The ultimate
goal of this section is to present the supporting work and proofs for the mechanism design first
given results in Section 3.2.

B.1 Mechanism Design Basics

This sufficient – albeit lengthy – section is included for completeness. Readers who are familiar
with the basics of mechanism design may skip it. However we strive to provide full support for
references as we prove our technical mechanism design results (Theorem 3 and Theorem 4).

We consider mechanism design as it relates to auctions, i.e., an algorithmic setting of requesting
bids from strategic agents, and subsequently allocating items to the agents and charging them
monetary payments. The canonical auction consists of maximizing revenue (i.e., agent payments)
by selling one item to one of n agents (possibly randomly) who each have a private value for the
item drawn i.i.d. from a common Bayesian probability distribution, with the distribution known
by the auction designer (i.e, Definition 1 applied to this setting). The optimal auction to maximize
revenue (or other simple objectives, we define common objectives later) in this setting was solved
by Myerson (1981).10

Each agent i ∈ {1, . . . , n} has value vi in a range of known support, e.g., vi ∈ V = [0,∞) or
vi ∈ V = [1, h] for which V is one agent’s value space. Values are private to the agent and are not

10 For this and related work, Roger Myerson was awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics in 2006 for “Mechanism
Design,” jointly with Leonid Hurwicz and Eric Maskin.
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known by the mechanism. A profile of n agent values is denoted v = (v1, . . . , vn); the profile with
agent i’s value replaced with z is (z,v−i) = (v1, . . . , vi−1, z, vi+1, . . . , vn). The list of agent values
in decreasing order is v(1), . . . , v(n).

11

A mechanism collects reports from each agent as bids and maps them to (possibly random-
ized) allocations and payments. A truthful mechanism is a special case which takes values v as
input rather than arbitrary bids (and must be designed to incentivize agents to report their values
truthfully, see Myerson’s characterization below in Theorem 7).

Specifically, a stochastic social choice function x and a payment function p map a profile of
values v respectively to a profile of allocation probabilities, and a profile of expected payments.
Thus, a truthful mechanism is denoted M = (xM ,pM ). Where the mechanism is clear from
context, we will use the simpler notation M = (x,p). We may also overload notation and write a
mechanism’s expected performance as a function M : vn → R.

For allocation probability xi and expected payment pi, the agent’s expected utility is linear as
vi xi − pi and agents maximize utility in expectation. We give the most common objectives for
mechanism design as a formal definition (for convenience of external reference):

Definition 9. The most common objectives for mechanism design are:

• Revenue is the sum-total over agent payments:
∑

i pi.

• Residual surplus is the sum-total over agent utilities:
∑

i xivi − pi.

• Total welfare is the sum-total over agent expected-value-of-allocation:
∑

i xivi; note that this
total respects: [revenue + residual surplus = total welfare].

With definitions to follow, we restrict attention to mechanisms that are feasible, dominant strategy
incentive compatible (DSIC/ truthful), and individually rational (IR), properties which become
formal constraints for mechanism design. The feasibility constraint for single-item mechanisms
requires that for all inputs v, the profile of expected allocations across all agents sums to at most
1. The following DSIC and IR constraints must hold for all agents i, values vi, and other agent
values v−i. The DSIC constraint requires that it is always optimal for an agent i to “bid” value
true vi. In this sense, DSIC mechanisms are truthful. The IR constraint requires that an agent i
always gets non-negative utility by truthfully bidding vi. The rest of this Appendix B.1 presents
pertinent structures from the mechanism design literature in order to support main results of this
paper which appear in later subsections.

B.1.1 Characterization of Truthful Equilibrium

The following theorem of Myerson (1981) characterizes social choice functions x that can be im-
plemented by truthful (DSIC) mechanisms, in the context of Nash equilibrium.

Theorem 7 (Myerson, 1981). Allocation and payment rules (x,p) are induced by a dominant
strategy incentive compatible mechanism if and only if for each agent i,

1. (monotonicity) allocation rule xi(vi,v−i) is monotone non-decreasing in vi, and

11 Re-arranging agents to be labeled in order is typically without loss of generality. For where it is helpful, we
further abstractly define v(n+1) = 0 to be a default, “sentinel” value.
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2. (payment identity) payment rule pi(v) satisfies

pi(v) = vi xi(v)−

∫ vi

0
xi(z,v−i) dz + pi(0,v−i), (29)

where the payment of an agent with value zero is often zero, i.e., pi(0,v−i) = 0.

Unless stated specifically otherwise in this paper, we do fix pi(0,v−i) = 0.

B.1.2 Standard Mechanisms

This section describes a number of common auction structures. The Second Price Auction (SPA)
is a special case of the VCG Mechanism which has a number of nice properties: it is a truthful
auction, it naturally optimizes total welfare, and it also optimizes revenue when used in conjunction
with a correct “reserve price” (which is a minimum price that any agent must pay to be allocated).

Definition 10. A reserve price is a minimum price for allocation regardless of any other consid-
erations, e.g. auction parameters or the realized values of other agents.

Definition 11. The single-item Second Price Auction (SPA) with n agents allocates the item to
an agent with largest value v(1) at a price equal to the second-largest value v(2).

The SPA is in fact an example of a k-lookahead auction (Ronen (2001)) which defines an important
class of auctions restricted to those that only ever allocate to the k largest bidders (after ordering
and breaking value-ties uniformly at random). The SPA is a 1-lookahead auction.

Definition 12 (Ronen (2001)). The class of single-item k-lookahead mechanisms (k-LA) with
n ≥ k agents is defined by restriction to mechanisms that only ever give positive allocation to the k
agents with largest values v(1), . . . , v(k).

Note, the allocations to large-valued agents may condition on the realized values of the un-
allocated, small-valued agents with values v(k+1), . . . v(n).

A markup mechanism is a special case of 1-lookahead that commits to a markup scalar r ≥ 1 in
advance and offers the price r · v(2) to the largest-valued agent. The SPA is the edge-case markup
mechanism with r = 1.

Definition 13. The r-markup mechanism Mr offers the price r · v(2) to the agent with the largest
value v(1). A randomized markup mechanism Mr̂,ξ draws random r̂ from a given distribution ξ.

The class of randomized markup mechanisms is Mmark.

Definition 14. An anonymous price posting auction – denoted APπ – posts a take-it-or-leave-it
common price π and randomly allocates to the agents who are willing to pay π (i.e., any agent i
with vi ≥ π).

Lastly, a k-lottery is another special case of k-lookahead mechanism.

Definition 15. A k-lottery auction – denoted LOTk – is a k-lookahead in which a price posting
mechanism is used internally: set π = v(k+1) and allocate randomly to the top k agents. Most
generally, the Lottery mechanism randomly gives away the item for free: LOTn = AP0.
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B.1.3 Myerson Virtual Values

The single most important component of Myerson’s analysis is the concept of virtual value. Myerson
illustrates how mechanism design and optimization are greatly simplified by using an amortized
analysis to calculate performance, specifically by adding up the “marginal” gain (or loss) from
serving an agent over all possible agent types as the price is monotonically decreased (weighted by
the agent’s distribution over values), according to the mechanism’s allocation rule. For derivation
of virtual value and further discussion of its intuition, see Myerson (1981) and Chapter 3.3.1 of
Hartline (2017).

Fact 7. Given an agent with value v drawn independently from distribution F , the agent’s vir-
tual value function φF (mapping value to virtual value) in an auction fixing each of the following
objectives is given by:

Revenue Auction φF (v) = v − 1−F (v)
f(v)

Residual Surplus Auction φF (v) = 1−F (v)
f(v)

Total Welfare Auction φF (v) = v

As observed, we let the definition for virtual value be overloaded across objectives. Some results
given from the perspective of virtual value are constant across settings, exhibiting the power of
virtual values as an analytical tool (e.g. Theorem 8, Theorem 9 below). We end this section with
the following useful observation about virtual value functions, which states that virtual value φF (v̂)
at v̂ ≥ z is unchanged when a draw from F is conditionally known to be at least z.

Fact 8. Given a revenue, residual surplus, or total welfare objective, and a distribution F with

domain [a, b] (or [a, b = ∞)). Let
−→
F z be the distribution resulting from conditioning one random

draw v ∼ F by v ≥ z for a ≤ z ≤ b. Then for v̂ ≥ z,

φF (v̂) = φ
−→
F z

(v̂) (30)

because the operation of conditioning v ≥ z applies the same multiplicative factor 1/(1 − F (z))
to both the (1 − F (v)) and f(v) terms appearing in the revenue and residual surplus virtual value
functions – which cancels. For total welfare it is trivially true.

B.1.4 Monotone Hazard Rate, Regular, and Irregular Distributions

This section describes important properties of distributions – namely Definition 16 for monotone
hazard rate (MHR) and anti-monotone hazard rate (a-MHR); and Definition 17 for regularity which
is related to the definitions of virtual value for various auction objectives. The properties define
settings for canonical analytical settings within mechanism design. They affect both the strength
and complexity of result statements that can be obtained (by the mechanism design literature
generally) by acting as natural restrictions on classes of distributions for robust mechanism design.

Definition 16. Given a distribution F , its hazard rate function λF (v) = f(v)/(1 − F (v)) describes an
“instantaneous rate of failure” of draws from F . Monotone hazard rate (MHR) distributions have
dλF (v)/dv ≥ 0 for all inputs v. By comparison, anti-monotone hazard rate (a-MHR) distributions
have dλF (v)/dv ≤ 0.

Let Fmhr be the class of all MHR distributions and Fa-mhr be the class of all a-MHR distributions
(each within a context of known input support).
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We make two observations relating to hazard rate functions. First, note that the classes Fmhr and
Fa-mhr are disjoint excepting that they share a “boundary” when dλF/dv (v) = 0 for all inputs v.
Second, note that the multiplicative-inverse of hazard rate (λF (v))−1 appeared above in the virtual
value function for both revenue and residual surplus objectives.

Definition 17. For a virtual value function φ(·) paramterized by a given auction objective, a
distribution F is regular if dφ(v)/dv ≥ 0 for all inputs v. Otherwise it is irregular.

Let F reg be the class of all regular distributions (within the context of known input support and
a given auction objective).

The following explains relationships between the property-based classes of this section for auctions
with specific objectives.

Fact 9. Given a revenue objective, the class of MHR distributions is a subset of the class of regular
distributions, which is a subset of all distributions: Fmhr ⊂ F reg ⊂ Fall.

Given a residual surplus objective, the class of a-MHR distributions and the class of regular
distributions are equal: Fa-mhr = F reg ⊂ Fall.

With respect to modification of distributions with truncation or conditioning (as defined in Ap-
pendix A.3), we have the following lemma to describe when distribution properties are necessarily
preserved.

Lemma 3. Given a distribution F with the MHR property and/or the regularity property in a

revenue auction setting, its properties are preserved under modification to
−→
F a,

←−
F b′ , and

←→
F a,b′ .

Proof. The statement for
−→
F a follows directly from Fact 8. The statement for

←−
F b′ holds because

calculations of hazard rate and virtual value (for revenue) for inputs less than b are unaffected
by top-truncation to a point mass at input b, and at input b the hazard rate becomes ∞ and
virtual value becomes b which are both automatically sufficient to preserve the respective original

properties. The statement for
←→
F a,b′ holds by sequential application of the first two cases.

Whether or not properties are preserved under top-conditioning with re-normalization of the density
(rather than moving to point mass as in Lemma 3) is dependent on the distribution in question.

B.1.5 Quantiles and “Revenue” Curves

For distribution F , the quantile q of an agent with value v denotes how weak that agent is relative to
the distribution F , i.e., the probability that a random draw from F will be at least v.12 Technically,
quantiles are defined by the mapping QF (v) = 1−F (v) = Pr [v′ ≥ v | v′ ∼ F ]. Denote the function
mapping back to value space by VF , i.e., VF (q) = F−1(1− q) is the value of the agent with quantile
q. Note that all functions defined for all inputs in quantile space have domain [0, 1], and that
a default random quantile q̂ is a uniform draw from the range [0, 1]. The rest of this section
describing “Revenue Curves” RF adopts the standard nomenclature of the revenue perspective.
However unless otherwise stated, everything presented in this section for revenue curves in quantile
space holds for alternative objectives if “revenue” was replaced with the correct “performance”
measurement.

12 For the places we use it, a percentile of a value v is 1− q to reflect how strong an agent is relative to distribution
F , i.e., the output of the CDF function which is the probability that a random draw from F will be at most v.
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A single agent revenue curve RF : [0, 1] → R gives the revenue from posting a price as a
function of quantile q, i.e., of the probability that the agent accepts the price. For an agent with
value distribution F , price VF (q) is accepted with probability q, so revenue is RF (q) = q VF (q). We
overload the function RF to also take inputs from value space, defined by RF (v) = RF (QF (v)) =
QF (v) · v = (1− F (v))v.13 14 The slope of the revenue curve R′F is marginal revenue.

Fact 10 (Myerson (1981)). The slope of the revenue curve R′F – i.e., the marginal revenue function
– is equal to (density-weighted) virtual value φF :

φF (q) = R′F (q), φF (v) = R′F (v) · (−f(v))

and regular distributions (Definition 17) are equivalent to (weakly) concave revenue curves in quan-
tile space.

Towards analyzing irregular distributions, Myerson implements a second amortization technique
called ironing. For continuous regions of quantile space where an agent’s allocation function has
constant output, expected marginal surplus R′F – equivalently expected φF – can be treated as
its average value of the region, at all points in the region. Technically, given an ironed region
[a, b] ∈ [0, 1], the ironed marginal revenue at all quantiles q ∈ [a, b] is RF (a) +

RF (b)−RF (a)
b−a · (q − a).

We define a single agent ironed revenue curve within the context of optimal analysis (rather than
allowing arbitrary choice of ironed regions). A single agent ironed revenue curve R̄F : [0, 1]→ R is
defined only for the quantile space domain (and not for value space), and is defined as the concave
hull of the original revenue curve (which is always possible to achieve for a single agent by ironing
exactly all of the regions of the domain where the revenue curve and its concave hull are not already
equal). The definition takes advantage of the following.

Fact 11. Given a distribution F for a single agent, for fixed q̂ as an a priori fixed probability of
sale, the maximum revenue achievable given q̂ is R̄F (q̂).

The regions where the revenue curve and ironed revenue curve are not equal are described as strictly
ironed. Paralleling Fact 10, we have a corresponding definition for ironed virtual value φ̄F , which
is again equal to the slope of the ironed revenue curve as marginal ironed revenue.

Fact 12 (Myerson (1981)). The slope of the ironed revenue curve R̄′F – i.e., the marginal ironed
revenue function – is equal to ironed virtual value φ̄F :

φ̄F (q) = R̄′F (q), φ̄F (v) = R̄′F (v) · (−f(v))

B.1.6 Optimal Bayesian Mechanisms and Foundational Results

This section summarizes pertinent results in mechanism design. Optimizing revenue from a single
agent whose value v is drawn from a known distribution F is straightforward.

13 In fact, revenue curves for both quantile space and value space domains are potentially set-valued functions.
For quantile space, set-valued outputs result from regions of the domain of F where the CDF is a constant smaller
than 1, because revenue (or residual surplus) changes while quantile does not. For value space, set-valued outputs
result from regions of quantile space corresponding to point masses, because quantile drops while value is constant.

14 For residual surplus we will have the overloaded definition RF (q) = q · (Eq̂ [VF (q) | q̂ ≤ q]− VF (q)) =
∫ q

0
(VF (q̂)− VF (q)) dq̂.
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Fact 13. For any distributions F , the optimal mechanism for a single agent posts the monopoly
price VF (qm) (Definition 14) corresponding to the monopoly quantile qm = argmaxq RF (q).

Next we work towards the solution for Bayesian settings with n agents (Theorem 9 below). First
we show technically how mechanism performance can be measured using virtual values. Simply,
the expected revenue of a mechanism M with n agents is equal to its expected surplus of marginal
revenue, equivalently, its expected surplus of virtual value. Theorem 8 gives two related statements
and the differences are bolded.15

Theorem 8 (Myerson, 1981). Given any incentive-compatible mechanism M with any allocation
rule x(v), the expected revenue of mechanism M for agents with values drawn i.i.d from F is equal
to its expected surplus of virtual value, i.e.,

M(F ) =
∑

i
Ev∼F [pi(v)] =

∑

i

(

Ev∼F

[

φFi (vi)xi(v)
]

+Ri,F (qi = 0)
)

(31)

Alternatively, given any incentive-compatible mechanism M with allocation rule x(v), the expected
revenue of mechanism M for agents with values drawn i.i.d. from F is equal to its expected surplus
of ironed virtual value if additionally x(v) is constant for each agent i on regions that
are strictly ironed by R̄i,F , i.e., then

M(F ) =
∑

i
Ev∼F [pi(v)] =

∑

i

(

Ev∼F

[

φ̄Fi (vi)xi(v)
]

+Ri,F (qi = 0)
)

(32)

The optimal single-item Bayesian auction OPTF given F is the one that maximizes expected surplus
of virtual value, or equivalently, the one that maximizes ironed virtual value.

Theorem 8 gives a clean description of mechanism performance using a reduction to virtual value,
with the abstract description of the optimal mechanism following directly at the end of the theorem
statement. The following corollary makes explicit the optimal structure for auctions within the
setting of regular distributions F reg:

Theorem 9 (Myerson, 1981). For i.i.d., regular, single-item auctions with any objective, the opti-
mal mechanism OPTF is the second-price auction with uniform reserve price equal to the monopoly
price.

We will use the following Lemma 4 for the calculation of the performance of specific optimal mecha-
nisms for our dual blends analyses (towards proving the revenue gap of Theorem 3 in Appendix B.2
and the residual surplus gap of Theorem 4 in Appendix B.3).

For the revenue objective and specifically n = 2, evaluating a mechanism’s performance via
virtual values has a natural, geometric interpretation. An extension of this lemma is given in
Appendix B.4 for use there.

Lemma 4 (Dhangwatnotai et al., 2015). In i.i.d. two-agent single-item settings, the expected rev-
enue of the second price auction is twice the area under the revenue curve and the expected revenue
of the optimal mechanism is twice the area under the smallest monotone concave upperbound of the
revenue curve.

15 Per previous discussion regarding setting, the exact theorem statement of Theorem 8 holds for alternative
objectives with their respective definitions of φF and φ̄F .
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B.1.7 Distribution-Class Boundaries and Equal “Revenue” Distributions

This section gives technical description relating to structure and usage for some of the most per-
tinent distributions in mechanism design. Qualitatively, the distributions discussed in this section
are inferred to be important by having one or both of the following properties (in the context of
one of the relevant auction objectives for this paper): (a) the distribution defines a boundary of the
MHR/a-MHR or regular classes of distributions; and/or (b) the distribution has constant virtual
value at all values of its domain given the objective.

Not surprisingly, a major theme from identifying these distributions is that particular boundary
distributions which meet definitions of class-restrictions with equality are the same ones used to
prove tightness in a variety of theorem statements. (Recall the example in the introduction using
equal revenue distribution / point mass distributions.) To these ends, notice that MHR and reg-
ularity are both properties relating to monotonicity of functions parameterized by distributions,
respectively hazard rate and virtual value function.

Definition 18. A distribution is a boundary distribution for a given class when its characterizing
derivative evaluates to a constant 0 for all (relevant) inputs.

The following fact describes some of these characteristics for distributions that act as boundaries
for classes requiring the MHR, a-MHR, or regularity properties.

Fact 14. The following are true about distribution class boundaries.

1. For revenue, the boundary of the MHR class of distributions (Fmhr) – requiring the derivative
of hazard rate be equal to 0 on upwards closed domain– are as follows:

• the general case where hazard rate is a constant (β):
is the shifted exponential distribution ‘Sed’ parameterized by its (shifted) domain lower
bound a ≥ 0 and its hazard rate β > 0:

Seda,β(v) = 1− e−β(v−a) for v ∈ [a,∞) λSeda,β(v) = β

seda,β(v) = β · e−β(v−a) dλSeda,β/dv (v) = 0

• a special case where hazard rate is infinite (∞):
is the point mass function ‘Pmd’ (c.f., a Dirac function16) parameterized by constant
output a; this is effectively derived from the shifted exponentials in the general case using
in-the-limit analysis as (β →∞):

Pmda(v) = 1 at v = a λPmda(v) =∞

pmda(v) :=∞ dλPmda/dv (v) = 0

16 If formal definitions are necessary, we use the following Dirac function technique, which most naturally aligns
with the formal definitions needed to evaluate integrals in the limit dx→ 0,

Pmda := limdx→0[Pmddx
a (x) = (x− a)/dx for x ∈ [a, a+ dx]], pmda := limdx→0[pmddx

a (x) = 1/dx]

and if necessary, a point mass at the upper end point h of an integral is modified to h+ dx (which is inconsequential
because it is inside the limit). However we trust that this paper’s computation of expected values of functions
over inputs drawn from distributions incorporating point masses is clearly correct; which is: by separating out the
contribution of the function value at the point mass as an additive term with probability weight equal to the point
mass.
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2. For residual surplus,

• the (common) strong-boundary of the MHR and a-MHR classes of distributions (Fmhr

and Fa-mhr) is the specific exponential distribution ‘Exd’ (which requires fixing lower
bound a = 0) parameterized only by its hazard rate β > 0:

Exdβ(v) = 1− e−βv for v ∈ [0,∞) λExdβ (v) = β

exdβ(v) = β · e−βv dλExdβ/dv (v) = 0

• in fact Fa-mhr = F reg (from Fact 9), so the boundary of the class of regular distributions
F reg is again the exponential distribution Exd. They are the same because the virtual
value function (given distribution F ) for residual surplus is equal to 1/(λF ) and must be
non-decreasing to be regular, and similarly the hazard rate (λF ) must be non-increasing
to be a-MHR. Clearly these are equivalent conditions. Specifically, we have:

φExdβ(v) = 1/β, dφExdβ/dv (v) = 0

3. For revenue, the boundaries of the class of regular distributions F reg – requiring the derivative
of virtual value be equal to 0 – are as follows:

• an important special case where virtual value is the constant 0:
is the quadratic distribution ‘Qud’ parameterized by its domain lower bound a > 0:

Quda(v) = 1− a/v for v ∈ [a,∞) φQuda(v) = 0

quda(v) = a/v2 dφQuda/dv (v) = 0

• the general case where virtual value is a constant (φ):
is the shifted quadratic distribution ‘Sqd’ parameterized by its domain lower bound a ≥ 0
and its shift φ < a (for which there is no lower bound on φ and for which setting φ = 0
gives the previous special case):

Sqda,φ(v) = 1− (a− φ)/(v − φ) for v ∈ [a,∞) φSqda,φ(v) = φ

sqda,φ(v) = (a− φ)/(v − φ)2 dφSqda,φ/dv (v) = 0

• a special case where virtual value is a positive constant (a = vv > 0):

is the point mass function ‘Pmd’ (c.f., a Dirac function16) parameterized by constant
output a; this is effectively derived from the general case using in-the-limit analysis as
(vv → a−):

Pmda(v) = 1 at v = a φPmda(v) = a

pmda(v) :=∞ dφPmda/dx (v) = 0

As alluded in Fact 14, quadratic distributions Quda are the φ = 0 special case of the shifted
quadratic distributions Sqda,0. Quadratic distributions play an important role in auction design
for the revenue objective, where they are examples of equal revenue distributions (EQRs). Equal
revenue distributions have the following definition and properties (Fact 15).
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Definition 19. A distribution is an equal revenue distribution (EQR) if all 1-agent price posting
auctions have the same expected revenue.

Generally, the Quadratics Quda describe exactly the class of regular equal revenue distributions
(and they maintain both the regularity and equal-revenue properties under top-truncation).

Fact 15. The following are true about equal revenue distributions.

• A sufficient condition for a distribution with domain [a,∞) to be an equal revenue distribution
(EQR) is that its virtual value function evaluates to 0 at all quantiles q ∈ (0, 1] corresponding
to values at least a. All quadratic distributions Quda meet this condition.

• Consider a Bayesian revenue auction with 1 agent whose value is drawn from a quadratic
distribution Quda. The expected revenue of any price-posting auction with price π ∈ [a,∞)
is a, i.e., posting any price π ≥ a gets equal revenue.

There exists an indirect extension of “EQR” to the residual surplus setting which we name EQRS.
An indirect extension of the EQR-concept is necessary because virtual values for residual surplus
are strictly positive everywhere except at q = 0 where they are 0 (see Fact 7) and on point mass
regions of quantile space, so there is no analogous distribution (in an auction with 1 agent) that
achieves equal residual surplus for all posted prices.

For residual surplus, the key adaptation towards establishing an EQRS is to require equal
performance of price posting critically within the context of knowing that the price will be accepted
by at least 1 agent (i.e., an agent with unknown larger value). For residual surplus, assuming a
price will trade is fairly natural because heuristically this condition holds at price 0 where all virtual
values are positive. Intuitively, only an irrational auction would increase a posted price to a level at
which it might not trade. Further, exponential distributions are the natural class of EQRSs under
this condition, which makes sense because exponentials are the unique boundary of regularity for
residual surplus. We reinforce these intuitions by bolding in Fact 16 the key differences of EQRS,
in comparison to revenue and EQR.

Fact 16. Consider a Bayesian residual surplus auction with n ≥ 1 agents whose values are drawn
i.i.d. from an exponential distribution Exdβ. The expected residual surplus of any rational-price17

posting auction with price π that is guaranteed to trade (without conditioning on the value
of any winning agent) is 1/β. I.e., for values v(1) ≥ v(2) . . . ≥ v(n), posting any price π ∈
{v(2), . . . , v(n), 0} gets equal residual surplus.

Sufficient conditions for a distribution to be an equal residual surplus distribution (EQRS) are
that its virtual value function evaluates to a constant β at all quantiles q ∈ (0, 1], and
the distribution has domain lower bound at 0. The class of exponential distributions Exdβ
meet this condition.

We conclude with “canonical” definitions for equal revenue / residual surplus distributions, because
these unique, simple forms are frequently sufficient for result statements.

17 For the purposes of Fact 16, a rational-price for residual surplus is a price that can not be lowered by dπ
without changing the set of agents who would accept it. The set of rational prices is necessarily {v(2), . . . , v(n), 0}
(note, residual surplus auctions default to rejecting an agent with value equal to price). All other prices are considered
“irrational” because a priori the residual surplus objective is strictly increasing with a dπ drop in price.
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Definition 20. The canonical equal revenue distribution – i.e., the equal revenue distribution – is
Eqrd = Qud1.
The canonical equal residual surplus distribution – i.e., the equal residual surplus distribution – is
Eqrsd = Exd1.

B.1.8 Motivating Results in Prior Independent Mechanism Design

This section states two recent results in prior independent mechanism design which led up to
this work. Both results are for single item, 2-agent, truthful auctions with a revenue objective.
Each result identifies the mechanism that is optimal for its distribution class, respectively MHR
(Fmhr) and regular (F reg). They include further specifications for setting which differ from the
main thrust of this paper: first, the results given here require unbounded values which each have
support V = (0,∞) (which technically will not fit into our bounded value support V = [1, h] for
mechanism design results in Section 3.2). Second, the results here require an additional restriction
to scale-invariant mechanisms, i.e., mechanisms whose performance necessarily scales linearly with
input vectors.

Theorem 10 (Allouah and Besbes, 2018). Given a single item, 2-agent revenue auction, the op-
timal truthful mechanism against MHR distributions Fmhr for the prior independent design pro-
gram (αF

mhr
) is the SPA. The worst-case MHR distribution for this mechanism is the truncated-

exponential
←−−
Exd.852

′

1 with its monopoly quantile q∗m ≈ 0.426 and its approximation ratio is αF
mhr
≈

1.398.

Allouah and Besbes (2018) additionally proved a bounded range for the regular setting of the
optimal prior independent approximation factor: αF

reg
∈ [1.80, 1.95]. Their lower bound was the

first ever non-trivial lower bound for 2-agent prior independent mechanism design. Previously,
Dhangwatnotai et al. (2015) had shown an upper bound of 2 and Fu et al. (2015) had exhibited
that the upper bound of 2 was not tight. The next theorem solves this case and gives the optimal
mechanism.

Theorem 11 (Hartline et al., 2020). Given a single item, 2-agent revenue auction, the optimal
truthful, scale-invariant mechanism (from the class Msi) against regular distributions F reg for the
prior independent design program (αF

reg
) is Mr̂,ξ which randomizes according to ξ over the second-

price auction M1 with probability ξ1 and r∗-markup mechanism Mr∗ with probability ξr∗ = 1 − ξ1,
where ξ1 ≈ 0.806 and r∗ ≈ 2.447. The worst-case regular distribution for this mechanism is the

truncated-shifted-quadratic
←−−
Sqd9.7405

′

1 with its monopoly quantile q∗m ≈ 0.093 and its approximation
ratio is αF

reg
≈ 1.907.

B.2 Revenue Gap from Quadratics-versus-Uniforms

The goal of this section is to use the Blends Technique (Definition 4) to prove a revenue gap for the
Quadratics-versus-Uniforms dual blend, resulting in a prior independent lower bound (summarized
in Equation (5) in Theorem 3 and copied at the end of this section).

Recall value space is V2 = [1, h]2 with an assumption that h > 2.18 We still use symmetry

18 The assumption of h > 2 is necessary to make the result interesting. Because of the assumption that value space
has domain lower bound at 1, uniform distributions with domain upper bound at most 2 are trivially optimized by
the SPA – which is the same as for the Quadratics in these dual blends – and thus do not induce an approximation
gap (the ratio is 1).
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to assume v1 ≥ v2 ≥ 0 in calculations and will then count permutations where necessary. For
use in this section and the next, we re-state the finite-weight blends solution of Quadratics-versus-
Uniforms (copied from page 7).

The weights of the upward-closed Quadratics blend (δ1) are as follows:

• point mass of weight opm = 1 on (truncated) distribution
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ;

• weights oQz =
2
zdz on all upward-closed (truncated) distributions

←−−
Qudh

′

z for z ∈ [1, h].

The weights of the downward-closed Uniforms blend (δ2) are as follows:

• point mass of weight ωpm = (2h−1)2

h2 on (truncated) distribution
←−
Udh

′

1,2h;

• weights ωUz =
2(z−1)2

z3
dz on all downward-closed distributions Ud1,z for z ∈ [1, h].

The total weight is finite (1+2 ln h), which implies that it is sufficient to use these weights directly
in calculating a revenue gap (per Fact 4).19 We also summarize the function g:

g2D(v) = result of
←−−
Qudh

′

z blend (33)

= result of Ud0,z blend and
←−
Udh

′

1,2h =
1

v21

g0D(v) = result of truncation in
←−−
Qudh

′

z blend

= no point mass density from Ud0,z blend, result of
←−
Udh

′

1,2h = 1

g1D(v) = result of exactly one truncation in
←−−
Qudh

′

z blend

= no point mass density from Ud0,z blend, result of
←−
Udh

′

1,2h =
1

h

Also for use in this section, we state the following fact regarding uniform order statistics.

Fact 17. Given (unordered) v = (v1, . . . , vn) which are n i.i.d. draws from the uniform distribution
Ud0,1. Let k = 1 be the first, largest order statistic, and count order statistics down to k = n the last,
smallest order statistic. The expected value of an order statistic v(k) is given by Ev∼Ud0,1

[

v(k)
]

=
n+1−k
n+1 .

B.2.1 Expected Optimal Revenue from Quadratics

We calculate the expected optimal revenue from the Quadratics side opt2,1 using the o weights
above. The revenue of the Quadratics blend is easy to calculate because every distribution that is a
component of the blend is an equal revenue distribution for which offering every price in [v(2), h] to
the largest-valued agent gets the same revenue and is optimal (see Definition 19 and its surrounding
discussion).

The immediate consequence is that there exists a single mechanism that is optimal against
every distribution in the δ1 Quadratics blend: the anonymous price-posting mechanism APh with

19 Recall explicitly, we are interested in the ratio opt2,2/opt2,1. Using the incorrect total weight simply scales both
numerator and denominator equally, which cancel as long as total weight is finite. Following from this, we may slightly
abuse language and say that g is a “distribution” even when referring to its un-normalized weight assignments.
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constant price h is globally optimal. Therefore, opt2,1 = APh(g) which is the revenue of posting
price h against the entire correlated distribution g.

The revenue conditioned on selling is obviously h. The probability of selling can be obtained
from the equations of line (33) to determine total density where at least one agent has value h, which
is exactly the total of 0D and 1D density over all of value space: g0D ·1+2 ·g1D · (h−1) = (3h− 2)/h.
Revenue from the Quadratics blend δ1 is given by

opt2,1 = APh(g) = h ·
(3h− 2)

h
= 3h− 2 (34)

B.2.2 Expected Optimal Revenue from Uniforms

Because of the lower bound of value space at 1, optimal revenue analyses for the Uniforms break
down by both distribution and type of optimal reserve price (which is either the Ud0,z monopoly
reserve price, or the lower bound 1). The way we implement all Uniforms distributions here is
equivalent to conditioning a random draw from Ud0,z to be at least 1. This structure makes Fact 8
applicable to our distributions, thus we can use virtual values as if the values were drawn from
Ud0,z rather than its respective Ud1,z. By observation, all Uniforms with positive weight in δ2 are
regular. It is a well-known corollary to Theorem 9 that the optimal mechanism given n agents
drawn i.i.d. from a uniform distribution Ud0,z is the SPA with reserve price at the monopoly price
z/2. We have the following summary of monopoly prices over the distributions in δ1:

• monopoly price h for
←−
Udh

′

1,2h (the truncation at h observably does not affect the monopoly
price);

• monopoly price 1 for Ud1,z for z ∈ [1, 2] (effectively the SPA);

• monopoly price z/2 for Ud1,z for z ∈ [2, h] (which is the same as the monopoly price for Ud0,z).

We treat these cases in sequence to compute opt2,2, incorporating the weights ω. The contribution of

the
←−
Udh

′

1,2h distribution is actually the same as the entire revenue opt2,2 = 3h−2 of the Quadratics.
This follows from: its optimal mechanism – post price h – is the same as the globally optimal

mechanism for Quadratics; and, the distribution
←−
Udh

′

1,2h accounts for every possible realization in
which an agent shows up with value h (when considering any distribution in δ2).

The second and third cases represent revenue from the Uniform blend’s random draw according

to weights ωUz = 2(z−1)2

z3
dz. For the case z ≤ 2, the optimal mechanism is the SPA, therefore

the optimal mechanism always sells and its expected revenue is exactly the expected value of v2.
Using Fact 17, the expected value of v2 is [1 plus 1/3 of the width of the range [1, z]]. The total
contribution from this case z ≤ 2 is:

OPTUd1,z(Ud1,z) (35)

=

∫ 2

1

2(z − 1)2

z3
·

(

1 +
z − 1

3

)

dz =

∫ 2

1

2z2 − 4z + 2 + 2
3z

3 − 2z2 + 2z − 2
3

z3
dz

=

∫ 2

1

2

3
−

2

z2
+

4

3z3
dz =

2

3
+

[

2

z
−

2

3z2

]2

1

=
2

3
+

(

1−
1

6

)

−

(

2−
2

3

)

=
1

6
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For the last case z ≥ 2, the expected revenue conditioned on selling depends on distribution-specific
reserve prices (there is no reduction to the SPA). We separate uniform draws of the values v into
three natural sub-cases and calculate the optimal revenue afterwards (given a Ud1,z):

20

• both values are smaller than the reserve; we fail to sell, with probability
( z−2

2
)2

(z−1)2 ;

• (2 permutations of) one value is larger and one smaller than the reserve; we sell at the reserve

price of z/2, each permutation with probability
( z−2

2
)( z

2
)

(z−1)2
;

• both values are larger than the reserve; we sell at the conditional expected value of v2 which

is Ev∼Udz/2,z
[v2] = 2z/3, with probability

( z
2
)2

(z−1)2
.

The optimal revenue from a distribution Ud1,z for z ≥ 2 is

OPTUd1,z(Ud1,z) = 2 ·
(z−22 )(z2 )

(z − 1)2
·
z

2
+

(z2 )
2

(z − 1)2
·
2z

3
=

1

(z − 1)2

(

5

12
z3 −

1

2
z2
)

(36)

Analogous to equation (35), the total contribution from this last case z ≥ 2 results from a weighted
integral and is:

∫ h

2

2(z − 1)2

z3
·OPTUd1,z(Ud1,z) dz =

∫ h

2

5

6
−

1

z
dz =

5

6
(h− 2)− ln h/2 (37)

Total revenue from the Uniforms blend adds up as

opt2,2 = (3h− 2) +
1

6
+

5

6
(h− 2)− ln h/2 =

23

6
· h−

7

2
− ln h/2 (38)

B.2.3 The Revenue Gap as Lower Bound

For 2-agent, 1-item prior independent auctions with a revenue objective, we have now established
a necessary revenue gap via blends:

opt2,2
opt2,1

=
23h
6 −

7
2 − ln(h/2)

3h− 2
, lim

h→∞

opt2,2
opt2,1

=
23

18
≈ 1.27777 (39)

where the limit calculation is trivial from application of l’Hopital’s rule. The applicability of the
revenue gap as a prior independent lower bound is subject to the design problem’s parameter F to
describe the adversary’s allowable choice set of distributions. By inspection, all of the Uniforms com-

posing δ2 are included in small-class Funif[1, h] = {
←−
Udh

′

1,b : 1 ≤ b} ≡ uniforms on [1, b] truncated at h.
Putting this together with equation (39) and Theorem 2 gives Theorem 3:

Theorem 3. Given a single-item, 2-agent, truthful auction setting with a revenue objective and
with agent values restricted to the space [1, h] for h > 2. For the class of uniform distributions
Funif, the optimal prior independent approximation factor of any (truthful) mechanism is lower
bounded as:

αF
unif

h ≥
opt2,2
opt2,1

=
23h
6 −

7
2 − ln(h/2)

3h − 2
= LF

unif

h

The lower bound LF
unif

h → 23/18 ≈ 1.2777 as h→∞ and this is the supremum of LF
unif

h over h ≥ 1.

20 Note, the quantity z/2 − 1 = (z − 2)/2 is the length of the (uniform) region below the monopoly price at z/2,
versus z/2 is the length above it.
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Further, all Uniforms are regular (for revenue, for which F reg is the standard comparison class of
distributions for prior independent design), thus as a corollary, our bound here holds for F reg.

Previously in Theorem 11 in Appendix B.1.8, the optimal prior independent approximation
factor was given for the version of this setting which allowed unbounded values in [0,∞). The
optimal factor was ∼ 1.907. Note, we should expect the approximation factor of the restricted
value space to be smaller than the unbounded value space, because the mechanism can specifically
take advantage of information relating to scale in the latter case. The optimal mechanism for
unbounded value space was an a priori mixture over v2-markup prices of 1 (the SPA) and ∼ 2.44.
Certainly, we would not expect the optimal mechanism to have the same form for the value space
[1, h], because it will not commit a priori to posting a marked-up price of 2 · v2 when it could be
that v2 ∈ [h/2, h]. This makes prior independent design in a finite value space setting a distinct
problem in terms of analysis, in comparison to the unbounded value space setting.

B.3 Residual Surplus Gap from Quadratics-versus-Uniforms

Paralleling the previous section, the goal of this section is to use the Blends Technique to prove a
residual surplus gap for the Quadratics-versus-Uniforms dual blend, resulting in a prior independent
lower bound (summarized in equation (6) in Theorem 4 and copied at the end of this section).

The description of the dual blend was given in the introduction to the previous section (page 40).
To re-summarize other points regarding the analysis here: we again use value space V2 = [1, h]2,
un-normalized densities (which will cancel at the end), and Fact 17 (which states that the expected
value of n order statistics from a distribution Ud0,z divide the range into n + 1 equal parts). We
include here a similar assumption to the one we had for the revenue gap – we assume h ≥ 8.56
(otherwise our relaxed analysis does not show a gap).

The residual surplus gap presented here uses the same description of finite-weight Quadratics-
versus-Uniforms dual blends, but the adversary will now in fact choose the distribution over the
Quadratics and use them to set the benchmark, whereas the revenue-adversary set the benchmark via
the Uniforms. (Thus, we reassign δ1 to describe the Uniforms side and δ2 to describe the Quadratics
side.) As a consequence, we now have calculation of residual surplus that is “easy” for the Uniforms
rather than for the Quadratics (which is reversed in comparison to revenue calculations). This
follows because, for residual surplus, it is now the Uniforms side for which a single dominant
mechanism exists (the Lottery of Definition 15). We will calculate opt2,1 for the easy Uniforms side
first.

Afterwards, the calculation of opt2,2 for expected optimal residual surplus of the Quadratics
faces some technical complexities. For simplicity, we will calculate instead a lower bound on opt2,2.
This is sufficient because we are designing a residual surplus gap (via the Blends Technique) between
the adversary’s benchmark set by the Quadratics and an upper bound on expected performance of
any algorithm as set by the Uniforms. By using a lower bound on the ratio’s numerator, we will
exhibit a weaker – but legitimate – non-trivial lower bound on prior independent approximation.

B.3.1 Expected Optimal Residual Surplus from Uniforms

We calculate the expected optimal residual surplus from the Uniforms side (opt2,1) using the ω

weights above. The residual surplus of the Uniforms blend is easy to calculate because every
distribution has everywhere decreasing virtual value and therefore it is optimal to iron the entire
region of value space. The immediate consequence is that there exists a single mechanism that is
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optimal against every distribution in the δ1 Uniforms blend: the 2-lottery mechanism LOT2 = AP0

is optimal (see definitions from page 31). I.e., opt2,1 can be calculated directly from the expectation
of one draw v ∼ g (and with price 0).

The probability of selling is obviously 1. In this case, the expected residual surplus given any
distribution can be obtained as the mean of the distribution: OPTUd1,z(Ud1,z) = 1 + (z − 1)/2 =

(z + 1)/2. Given the distribution
←−
Udh

′

1,2h, expected residual surplus is calculated to be:

OPT←−
Udh

′

1,2h

(
←−
Udh

′

1,2h) = h ·

(

h

(2h− 1)

)

+

(

1 +
(h− 1)

2

)

·

(

(h− 1)

(2h− 1)

)

=
(3h2 − 1)

(2(2h − 1))

Residual surplus from the Uniforms blend δ1 (using un-normalized weights) gives:

opt2,1 = ωpm ·
(3h2 − 1)

(2(2h − 1))
+

∫ h

1
ωUz ·

(

(z + 1)

2

)

=
(2h− 1)2

h2
·

(3h2 − 1)

(2(2h − 1))
+

∫ h

1

2(z − 1)2

z3
·

(

(z + 1)

2

)

dz

=
(2h− 1) · (3h2 − 1)

2h2
+

[

z − ln z +
1

z
−

1

2z2

]h

1

=
6h3 − 3h2 − 2h+ 1

2h2
+

[

(h− 1)− lnh+

(

1

h
− 1

)

−

(

1

2h2
−

1

2

)]

=
4h3 − 3h2 − h2 · lnh

h2
= 4h− 3− lnh (40)

B.3.2 Lower Bound on Expected Optimal Residual Surplus from Quadratics

The goal of the calculations in this section is to quantify a lower bound on the expected optimal
residual surplus from the Quadratics blend δ2. Thus, we want: lb2,2 < opt2,2.

We do this in place of calculating opt2,2 which is more complicated technically. Further, the
lower bound lb2,2 must be strictly larger than opt2,1 (equation (40) just above), in which case we
can exhibit a prior independent approximation lower bound from the ratio lb2,2/opt2,1 (see the proof
of Theorem 4 below).

This section only includes high-level introduction of the structures that are necessary to calculate
lb2,2 and state that it is a lower bound. Therefore we only give here: the residual surplus curve for
the Quadratics (recall – as a function of quantile); the definition for the quantity lb2,2; and Lemma 5
which shows that lb2,2 is an appropriate lower bound for our purposes. Supporting material for
this section – including explanations, sub-calculations, and proofs – is provided in Appendix B.4.

First we give the un-ironed residual surplus curve for the Quadratics disributions with CDF of

the specific distribution
←−−
Qudh

′

z=1 given by
←−−
Qudh

′

1 (x) = 1 − 1/x on x ∈ [1, h], and
←−−
Qudh

′

1 (x) = 1 for
x ≥ h. Explanation are given in Appendix B.4.1 (page 47). The residual surplus curve is

R←−−
Qudh′

1
(q) =











0 for q ∈ [0, 1/h]

ln(q · h) for q ∈ [1/h, 1)

[lnh, 1 + lnh] for q = 1

(41)
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Next, recall, we have the definition opt2,2 = EF∼δ2 [OPTF (F )], which embeds the weights o (from
δ2). At a high level, the quantity lb2,2 is similarly a calculation of weighted residual surplus,
according to weights o. With explanation to follow, we formally define:

lb2,2 := opm ·Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) +

[
∫ h

1
oz · LOT2(

←−−
Qudh

′

z )

]

(42)

= 1 ·Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) +

[
∫ h

1

2

z
· LOT2(

←−−
Qudh

′

z ) dz

]

Specifically, lb2,2 is calculated using the residual surplus of the 2-lottery (on the corresponding
distributions) for all weights oz = 2/z · dz making up the integral part of the δ2 blend. (We do this
for simplicity even though the 2-lottery is sub-optimal for a range of z-parameters of distributions
within this component of the blend.)

The only element of δ2 for which it does not use the 2-lottery is
←−−
Qudh

′

1 (with weight opm = 1)

where it uses the residual surplus Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) for a specially constructed mechanism Mopm (for
which we defer presentation to Definition 21 in Appendix B.4.2).

The point is that while the lottery is not necessarily optimal where we use its performance,
this relaxed lower bound simplifies our calculation generally to only require calculating expected
residual surplus for a single Quadratic distribution, in particular the performance ofMopm on distri-

bution
←−−
Qudh

′

1 . Note, the total quantity lb2,2 is for comparison only – there is no prior independent
mechanism that can commit to this behavior (which varies by distribution) and achieve this precise
performance.

The expected residual surplus Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) is stated in Lemma 5, though its proof is also
deferred to Appendix B.4.2.

Lemma 5. The residual surplus of mechanisms Mopm and LOT2 given 2 agents with values drawn

i.i.d. from
←−−
Qudh

′

1 are calculated as

Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) =
((2 + lnh)h− (1 + lnh)e)

h

LOT2(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) = 1 + lnh

The following lemma states that the quantity lb2,2 is strictly upper bounded by opt2,2 and strictly
lower bounded by opt2,1. Its proof is deferred to Appendix B.4.3.

Lemma 6. Given opt2,1 and opt2,2 resulting from the finite-weight Quadratics-versus-Uniforms
dual blends (along with the rest of the local assumptions of this section), and lb2,2 as defined in
equation (42). Then we have

opt2,2 > lb2,2 > opt2,1

We now have the outline and justification to calculate the quantity lb2,2 as a meaningful lower
bound for opt2,2 towards using the Blends Technique to prove a non-trivial residual surplus gap.
The calculation of lb2,2 is a simple adjustment from opt2,1 which runs the 2-lottery everywhere,
versus, the quantity lb2,2 is calculated from running the 2-lottery everywhere except with weight
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opm = 1 it measures performance Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) rather than LOT2(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ). Therefore we have:

lb2,2 =
[

opt2,1
]

+ opm

(

Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 )− LOT2(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 )
)

= [4h− 3− lnh] + 1 ·

(

((2 + lnh)h− (1 + lnh)e)

h
− (1 + lnh)

)

=
4h2 − 2h− h lnh− e lnh− e

h
(43)

B.3.3 The Residual Surplus Gap as Lower Bound

For 2-agent, 1-item prior independent revenue auctions, we have now established a necessary resid-
ual surplus gap via blends:

opt2,2
opt2,1

>
lb2,2
opt2,1

=
4h2 − 2h− h lnh− e lnh− e

4h2 − 3h− h ln h
, lim

h→∞

lb2,2
opt2,1

= 1 (44)

where the limit calculation is obvious from observing highest-order terms (equivalently, from re-
peated application of l’Hopital’s rule). Evaluation in the limit makes clear that ratio-gaps from our
loose calculations for any finite h are the result only of differences in lower order terms.

The applicability of the residual surplus gap as a prior independent lower bound is subject to
the design problem’s parameter F to describe the adversary’s allowable choice set of distributions.
However for residual surplus problems, there is precedent to allow the full set of distributions Fall.21

Putting this together with equation (44) and Theorem 2 gives the following theorem to exhibit an
approximation lower bound, which parallels Theorem 3 for revenue.

Theorem 4. Given a single-item, 2-agent, truthful auction setting with a residual surplus objective
and with agent values restricted to the space [1, h] for h ≥ 8.56. For the class of quadratic distri-
butions Fquad, the optimal prior independent approximation factor of any (truthful) mechanism is
lower bounded as:

αF
quad

h ≥
opt2,2
opt2,1

>
4h2 − 2h− h ln h− e ln h− e

4h2 − 3h− h lnh
= LF

quad

h

The lower bound LF
quad

h → 1 as h→∞. As an example bound: for h ∈ N, the maximum of LF
quad

h

is achieved at h = 18 with LF
quad

18 ≈ 1.00623.

As a corollary, our bound here holds for Fall.

B.4 Supporting Work for Quadratics-versus-Uniforms Residual Surplus Gap

This section provides material to support Appendix B.3.2. The presentation generally assumes its
terms, assumptions, and context while only restating the most important definitions here.

• Appendix B.4.1 justifies the residual surplus curve of
←−−
Qudh

′

1 , stated previously in equa-
tion (41).

21 In contrast to revenue, there exist prior independent mechanism design results for residual surplus that are
constant approximations when allowing all distributions (Hartline and Roughgarden, 2014). Intuitively, residual
surplus auctions are “easier” than revenue because residual surplus virtual values are non-negative for all values.
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• Appendix B.4.2 defines Mopm and calculates its residual surplus on
←−−
Qudh

′

1 .

• Appendix B.4.3 calculates the residual surplus of the 2-lottery on
←−−
Qudh

′

1 to show that Mopm

has better performance, and concludes that we have strictly opt2,2 > lb2,2 > opt2,1.

• Appendix B.4.4 gives further supporting analysis for completeness, for example it explains the
choice to use lb2,2 rather than calculating opt2,2 and describes the un-ironed residual surplus

curve for
←−−
Qudh

′

1 and the design of Mopm .

One critical assumption that we do repeat is h ≥ 8.56. Copying equation (42) for local reference,
we have

lb2,2 = 1 ·Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) +

[
∫ h

1

2

z
· LOT2(

←−−
Qudh

′

z ) dz

]

B.4.1 The Residual Surplus Curve for the Quadratic on [1, h]

This section explains the un-ironed residual surplus curve for
←−−
Qudh

′

z=1. Recall, the CDF of the

specific distribution
←−−
Qudh

′

z=1 is given by
←−−
Qudh

′

1 (x) = 1 − 1/x on x ∈ [1, h], and
←−−
Qudh

′

1 (x) = 1 for
x ≥ h. I.e., the CDF has a vertical line segment at x = h where it maps to the set-value [1− 1/h, 1],
because the distribution is top-truncated with a point mass at h. With explanation to follow, we
restate the residual surplus curve:

R←−−
Qudh′

1
(q) =











0 for q ∈ [0, 1/h]

ln(q · h) for q ∈ [1/h, 1)

[lnh, 1 + lnh] for q = 1

This residual surplus curve R←−−
Qudh

′

1
is illustrated in Figure 3. We proceed to justify this equation.

The residual surplus curve R←−−
Qudh

′

1
(·) is defined piece-wise including (a) a piece that is identically

0 for quantiles q ∈ [0, 1/h] (from top-truncation); and (b) a piece that is a vertical line segment at
q = 1 of length z = 1 (from consideration of price-posting in [0, 1]). The lower end point of this
vertical line segment is identified by the residual surplus curve at quantile q = 1 corresponding to
the lower bound on the distribution’s domain in value space, in this case value v = 1. We will show
next that the height of the residual surplus curve corresponding to this point is in fact lnh. The

expected residual surplus from one agent value drawn from
←−−
Qudh

′

1 with a posted price of 1 is:

AP1(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) = E
v∼
←−−
Qudh′

1
[v − 1] =

[

1

h
· h+

∫ h

1

1

z2
· z dz

]

− 1 = lnh

Thus, the exact description of the vertical line segment is the set-valued output range of [lnh, 1+lnh]
at input q = 1. We now show that generally, the residual surplus curve for quantiles q ∈ [1/h, 1]
is described by R←−−

Qudh′
1
(q) = ln(q · h). (Combined with line-segment-pieces (a) and (b) which have

already been explained, this completes the description of the residual surplus curve of
←−−
Qudh

′

1 .)

Given the distribution
←−−
Qudh

′

1 and the residual surplus objective, as functions of value inputs
v ∈ [1, h], and then as functions of quantiles q ∈ [1/h, 1], the virtual value function and quantile/value
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functions are

φ
←−−
Qudh

′

1 (v) =
1−
←−−
Qudh

′

1 (v)
←−−
qudh

′

1 (v)
=

1− (1− 1/v)
1/v2

= v

Q←−−
Qudh

′

1
(v) = 1−

←−−
Qudh

′

1 (v) = 1− (1− 1/v) = 1/v

φ
←−−
Qudh′

1 (q) = 1/q, V←−−
Qudh

′

1
(q) = 1/q

Using the identity φF (q) = R′F (q) from Fact 10 and then integrating the function φ
←−−
Qudh′

1 just given
(
∫ q
1/h

1/z dz), we confirm the case for q ∈ [1/h, 1] of equation (41) that states: the residual surplus

curve is described by R←−−
Qudh

′

1
(q) = ln(q · h) on this sub-domain of quantile space.

B.4.2 Definition and Residual Surplus of the “Two-piece-iron” Mechanism

The goal of this section is to define the special mechanism Mopm as needed by Appendix B.3.2
for the calcuation of lb2,2, and calculate its expected residual surplus given 2 agents with values

drawn i.i.d. from
←−−
Qudh

′

1 within the deferred proof of Lemma 5. Note, the presentation is within the

context of proving that the residual surplus Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) is strictly more than the residual surplus

LOT2(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) of the 2-lottery.
For use in this section, we need to extend the definition of an ironed residual surplus curve to

allow arbitrary ironing.22 Let Q be any possibly-non-optimal set of non-overlapping ranges to be
ironed (thus each element of Q is a subset of [0, 1] ∈ R). Given a distribution F , define R̄F,Q to be
the residual surplus curve given base-distribution F and its residual surplus curve RF , and then
accounting for Q as the given list of ironed regions.

Call the mechanism Mopm the two-piece-iron mechanism. Its definition depends on a critical

quantile q∗ = e/h. Specifically motivated by
←−−
Qudh

′

1 , the mechanism irons two regions: (1) large
values below and (2) small values above this quantile. Ultimately, the mechanism Mopm runs an
ironed second price auction on the two inferred types (one common type for each ironed region).
For illustration of Mopm applied to R←−−

Qudh
′

1
, see Figure 3. Formally, define the following sets of

ironed ranges which will be used by our subsequent analysis:

• Q∗ = {[0, q∗ = e/h]}; corresponding to value-range [h/e, h];

• Q+ = {[0, q∗], [q∗, 1]}; corresponding to value-ranges [h/e, h] and [0, h/e] (where identifying
the lower bound of the second value range to be 0 is a necessary distinction because R←−−

Qudh
′

1

is set-valued at q = 1);

• Q1 = {[0, 1]} corresponding to value-range [0, h] (which is effectively the lottery).

Definition 21. Define the two-piece-iron mechanism Mopm for n = 2 agents to be the ironed second
price auction which respects the ironed ranges Q+ = {[0, q∗], [q∗, 1]}.

Equivalently, Mopm irons the regions of value space [maxval/e, h] and [0, h/e] and runs the second
price auction on these two inferred types.

22 The original definition for an ironed residual surplus curve was derived from the definition of an ironed revenue
curve, specifically in the context of optimal ironing. See page 34.
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11
h q∗

0

lnh

1+lnh

1 ln(qh) for q ∈ [1/h, 1]

Residual surplus curve R←−−
Qudh

′

1

11
h

e
h

0

lnh

1+lnh

1

Ironed curve R̄←−−
Qudh

′

1 ,Q+

Figure 3: We illustrate the effect of ironing on our truncated quadratic distribution (defined by
equation (41) below), according to Mopm , with un-ironed on the left-hand side and ironed on the
right-hand side. The example is graphed for scale h = 20. Note: q∗ = e/h; the left figure indicates
that ironing the interval q ∈ [0, e/h] is tangent to the original curve and therefore optimal on this
region; the right figure makes clear that the point (e/h, 1) is above the line that represents ironing
everywhere (for sufficiently large h), but is otherwise suboptimal.

Thus, when agent values are drawn i.i.d. from
←−−
Qudh

′

1 , the residual surplus Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) may be
calculated using the ironed residual surplus curve R̄←−−

Qudh
′

1 ,Q+(·). (See Figure 3.)

In fact for h ≥ 8.56, ironing the region [0, q∗ = e/h] is optimal given the underlying distribution
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ; and ironing the region [e/h, 1] is strictly suboptimal (for intuition for this, see Figure 4).
We conclude this section with the deferred proof of Lemma 5, which depends on Lemma 7 below

as an extension of Lemma 4 (Dhangwatnotai et al., 2015).

Lemma 5. The residual surplus of mechanisms Mopm and LOT2 given 2 agents with values drawn

i.i.d. from
←−−
Qudh

′

1 are calculated as

Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) =
((2 + lnh)h− (1 + lnh)e)

h

LOT2(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) = 1 + lnh

Proof. Using Lemma 7 below (which extends Dhangwatnotai et al. (2015) to allow ironing and any
auction objective, in our case residual surplus) and the definition of Mopm , the residual surplus

Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) is calculated as twice the area under the ironed residual surplus curve R̄←−−
Qudh

′

1 ,Q+.

This area is calculated from

area under R̄←−−
Qudh′

1 ,Q+ = area in quantile range [0, e/h] + area in quantile range [e/h, 1]

= 1/2 · R̄←−−
Qudh

′

1 ,Q+(e/h) ·
( e

h
− 0
)

+
1

2
·
(

R̄←−−
Qudh

′

1 ,Q+(e/h) + R̄←−−
Qudh′

1 ,Q+(1)
) (

1−
e

h

)

=
1

2
· 1 ·

e

h
+

1

2
· (1 + (1 + lnh)) ·

h− e

h

=
1

2
·
(2 + lnh)h − (1 + lnh)e

h
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where the residual surplus at the end points of the ironed ranges – namely, quantiles q = e/h and
q = 1 – are from the definition of R←−−

Qudh
′

1
(equation (41) earlier). Therefore the residual surplus of

the mechanism is Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) = ((2 + lnh)h− (1 + lnh)e)/h.
Using Lemma 7 and equation (41) again – this time applied to ironed revenue curve R̄←−−

Qudh
′

1 ,Q1 ,

i.e., with respect to the lottery’s ironing Q1 – the residual surplus of the 2-lottery is LOT2(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) =
1 + lnh.

For completeness, we prove the extension of Lemma 4 (Dhangwatnotai et al., 2015) to apply both
(a) for an arbitrary auction objective, and (b) to allow arbitrary ironing. In the case of ironing, the
SPA must be interpreted as treating each ironed range as a single value space type – it allocates all
agents in an ironed range uniformly.23 Define this mechanism as the Ironed Second Price Auction.

Let Q be a set of ironed ranges (in quantile space; as defined on page 48), and let φ̄F,Q be the
ironed virtual value function given an underlying distribution F that has been ironed on ranges
according to Q.

Lemma 7. In i.i.d. two-agent single-item settings given distribution F , for any auction objective
let RF be the performance curve in quantile space and R̄F,Q be an ironed performance curve given
a set of ironed ranges Q.

The expected performance of the ISPA subject to R̄F,Q – assuming uniform allocation to agents
within each ironed range as if the range was one type – is twice the area under the curve R̄F,Q.

Proof. We note the following up front. Without loss of generality, our 2 agents have ordered values
v(1) ≥ v(2), equivalently, ordered quantiles q(1) ≤ q(2). The ISPA mechanism of the statement is
symmetric.

The technique of this proof is to sum up the performance of the ISPA mechanism (for arbitrary
ironing) by calculating expected performance over the distribution of the smaller quantile-order-
statistic q(1). To outline, we: identify this conditional performance as a function of virtual value;
and then insert this quantity into the existing proof of Lemma 4 (Dhangwatnotai et al., 2015).

For agents labeled according to order statistic i, define x(i) = xISPA(i) (VF (q(i)), VF (q(j 6=i))). Define

R(q1) to be the expectation of the winning agent’s virtual value conditioned on the smaller quantile
being q1. (Note, the winner is not necessarily the agent i = 1.) Thus, we have:

R(q1) = Eq2∼Udq1,1

[

x(1) · φ̄
F,Q(q1) + x(2) · φ̄

F,Q(q2)
]

= φ̄F,Q(q1) = R̄′F,Q(q1)

We get the second equality here because the following holds for all inputs q1 into function R: point-
wise within the expectation: either x(1) = 1, or otherwise x(1) + x(2) = 1 and φ̄F,Q(q1) = φ̄F,Q(q2).

In any case, Eq2∼Udq1,1

[

x{1} · φ̄
F,Q(q1) + x{2} · φ̄

F,Q(q2)
]

= φ̄F,Q(q1). We can now effectively im-
plement the proof of Lemma 4 which did not accommodate ironing and which was stated for the
specific objective of revenue.

Let osd(q) = 2(1 − q) be the density function of the smallest order-statistic q(1) out of 2
agents’ quantiles drawn i.i.d. from Ud0,1. (Note, for simplicity, we dropped all parameters from the
distribution name ‘osd.’)

23 Recall, this type of treatment is a necessary condition to apply the technique of ironing – see the introduction
of ironing in discussion on page 34 and its conditional use in Theorem 9.
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We are now prepared to evaluate ISPA(F ) using R̄F,Q and osd:

ISPA(F ) =

∫ 1

0
osd(q) · R̄′F,Q(q) dq

=

∫ 1

0
2 · 1 · (1− q) · R̄′F,Q(q) dq

= 2 · R̄F,Q(1)− 2 ·

∫ 1

0
q · R̄′F,Q(q) dq

= 2 · R̄F,Q(1)− 2 ·
[

q · R̄F,Q(q)
]1

0
+ 2 ·

∫ 1

0
R̄F,Q(q) dq = 2 ·

∫ 1

0
R̄F,Q(q) dq

B.4.3 The “Two-piece-iron” Mechanism is Sufficient for a Lower Bound

In this section we show that the residual surplusMopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) = ((2 + lnh)h− (1 + lnh)e)/h of Lemma 5
is strictly worse than optimal and strictly better than the 2-lottery given h ≥ 8.56. The main goal
is to give the deferred proof of Lemma 6 which states that opt2,2 > lb2,2 > opt2,1.

Lemma 8. Given h ≥ 8.56. The mechanism Mopm is strictly sub-optimal: OPT←−−
Qudh

′

1
(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) >

Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ); and the mechanismMopm strictly dominates the lottery: Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) > LOT2(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ).

Proof. First, we prove the lower bound onMopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) in the lemma statement. We useMopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) =

((2 + lnh)h− (1 + lnh)e)/h and LOT2(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) = 1 + lnh from Lemma 5. We reduce the condition that
the difference is positive:

Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 )− LOT2(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) =
(2 + lnh)h− (1 + lnh)e

h
− (1 + lnh)

=
h− (1 + lnh)e

h
> 0

⇔ h− (1 + lnh)e > 0 (45)

Treating the left-hand side of the inequality in line (45) as a function of h, it is negative and
decreasing for h ∈ [1, e], it is increasing for all h > e, and it has a 0 within the range h ∈ [8.55, 8.56]
(and then is positive for h > 8.56 because it is increasing). Therefore the lower bound h ≥ 8.56 is

sufficient for the lowerbound on Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ).
For the upper bound in the lemma statement, the analysis and discussion surrounding equa-

tion (49) below in Appendix B.4.4 are sufficient to show that the ironing by Mopm of the range
[e/h, 1] is strictly suboptimal (given h ≥ 8.56, which infers the lower end point of this range is
upper bounded as e/h < 0.31). It is dominated specifically in comparison to ironing the quantile-
space upward-closed range [q&, 1] for the optimal value of q& ∈ [0.31, 0.32] defined and proved in
Appendix B.4.4.

Lemma 6. Given opt2,1 and opt2,2 resulting from the finite-weight Quadratics-versus-Uniforms
dual blends (along with the rest of the local assumptions of this section), and lb2,2 as defined in
equation (42). Then we have

opt2,2 > lb2,2 > opt2,1
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Proof. Lemma 8 states that if h ≥ 8.56, then (a) OPT←−−
Qudh

′

1
(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) > Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) and (b)

Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) > LOT2(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ). Following directly from these and from definitions we have:

opt2,2 = opm ·OPT←−−
Qudh

′

1
(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) +

[
∫ h

1
oz ·OPT←−−

Qudh
′

1
(
←−−
Qudh

′

z )

]

> lb2,2 = opm ·Mopm(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) +

[
∫ h

1
oz · LOT2(

←−−
Qudh

′

z )

]

> opt2,1 = opm · LOT2(
←−−
Qudh

′

1 ) +

[
∫ h

1
oz · LOT2(

←−−
Qudh

′

z )

]

where the definition of opt2,1 may use the weights o and the distributions in δ2 rather than its
original definition which respectively used ω and δ1. This last point holds because it runs the
constant lottery mechanism on all inputs anyway and δ21 = g = δ22 .

B.4.4 Complexities and Technicals of the Quadratics Residual Surplus Blend

The definition ofMopm was given in Definition 21. For completeness, here we build up the motivation
for it – effectively reverse-engineering it to be sufficient for the residual surplus gap which is our
goal (of equation (44) of Appendix B.3.3). Here is an outline of this section:

1. identify technical difficulties of residual surplus curves R←−−
Qudh′z

(·) for arbitrary z and motivate

the relaxation to lb2,2 and the assumption of h ≥ 8.56 for simplicity;

2. given h ≥ 8.56, determine that [0, e/h] is an element of the set of optimal ranges to iron, by
analyzing slopes of possible quantile-downward-closed ironed ranges;

3. from slopes of respective ironed ranges of Mopm and LOT2, re-confirm the statement of
Lemma 8 with dependence on equation (45) in its proof;

4. identify the optimal quantile-downward-closed range to iron, which is independent of h.

(1) Explanation of the choice to simplify from opt2,2 to lb2,2 and h ≥ 8.56. This is

a discussion of the difficulties of revenue curves for the class of Quadratics
←−−
Qudh

′

z (with positive
weight in δ2). Generalizing equation (41), residual surplus curves for Quadratics and arbitrary z
are described by:

R←−−
Qudh′z

(q) =











0 for q ∈ [0, z/h]

z ln(q · hz ) for q ∈ [z/h, 1)

[z ln h
z , z + z ln h

z ] for q = 1

(46)

The first challenge is that for “large” z → h, the optimal mechanism for
←−−
Qudh

′

z is the lottery. There
is a threshold for z above which this becomes true (see point (4) below and also Figure 4 which
illustrates the threshold-change in the ironing structure of the residual surplus curve).

We greatly simplify this complication as follows: with an assumption of h ≥ 8.56, then for

z = 1, the lottery mechanism for
←−−
Qudh

′

1 is strictly not optimal. The calculation of the lower bound
quantity lb2,2 uses the performance of the lottery on all other distributions, even though the lottery
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0
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z ln(q hz ) for q ∈ [z/h, 1]

Residual surplus curve R←−−
Qudh

′

4

Figure 4: The dashed lines show the ironing of the lottery mechanism. As z → h, there is a
threshold beyond which the lottery mechanism becomes optional. Both graphics depict h = 20,
but note their vertical scales are not equal. The left side uses z = 1 for which the lottery is not
optimal. The right side uses z = 4 for which the lottery is optimal. Setting h ≥ 8.56 is sufficient
to guarantee that at least for the relevant corner case which has z = 1, the lottery is not optimal.

is sub-optimal for many of these distributions. Critically however, for “small” z – and specifically
for z = 1 where there is a point mass opm, and relying on our assumption of “large” h ≥ 8.56 –

the optimal mechanism in response to distribution
←−−
Qudh

′

z will not use the lottery to iron the entire
region of values, and rather, a distinct mechanism is strictly preferred.

The calculation of expected performance for the optimal mechanism for
←−−
Qudh

′

z is itself compli-
cated. To simplify, we relax the optimal mechanism to Moopm which irons on just two regions, an
optimal region over small quantiles and “all other large” quantiles (see Figure 3 for illustration).

(2) The optimal region for partial (downard-closed) ironing. Now we find the optimal
value v ∈ [1, h] to iron all values above it, equivalently, the optimal downward-closed region of
quantile space. This is a step towards motivating the definition of Mopm as chosen in Definition 21.

Given the graph of the residual surplus curve, we find this optimal quantile range by considering
a line segment with one endpoint as the origin (q = 0, R←−−

Qudh′
1
(0) = 0), and the other endpoint on

the revenue curve at R←−−
Qudh

′

1
(q) = ln(q · h)) for q ∈ [1/h, 1]. We search for the line segment of this

type with largest slope. Directly from “change in y over change in x,” the slope function and its
derivative are given by: 24

ζ(q) =
ln(q · h)

q
on [1/h, 1] (47)

q2 · ζ ′(q) = q ·
1

q
− (ln(q · h) · 1 = 1− ln(q · h)

such that the derivative shows that the slope function achieves its maximum at q∗ = e/h:

ζ ′(q∗) = ζ ′(e/h) = 0 (48)

24 In fact, by continuity of the derivative of the residual surplus curve in this region, the line segment will be
tangent to the residual surplus curve if the optimal quantile is interior, i.e., in (1/h, 1).
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The optimal range for ironing of small quantiles is [0, e/h]. Letting ζ∗ be the optimal slope of the

ironed region and recalling φ
←−−
Qudh

′

1 (q) = 1/q, we have

ζ∗ = ζ(q∗) = ζ(e/h) =
ln (e/h · h)

e/h
=
h

e

(3) Ironed slopes confirm equation (45) is sufficient for Lemma 8. Lemma 7 in Ap-
pendix C.1.1 shows that residual surplus is proportional to area under an ironed residual surplus
curve. From the geometry of the ironed curves used respectively by Mopm and LOT2, it is clear
that the question of which has larger area under the curve reduces to the question of which has the
larger slope on the range [0, e/h].

Consider comparing (a) the ironed slope ζ∗ = h/e just calculated in (3) as used by Mopm ; to (b)
the slope ζ1 = 1 + lnh of the 2-lottery which irons everywhere. Per the reduction just mentioned,
we have Mopm > LOT2 if h/e > 1 + lnh which is equivalent to equation (45).

(4) The optimal region for partial (downard-closed) ironing. To end this section, we

show that the optimal set of ironed ranges for
←−−
Qudh

′

1 is Q& = {[0, e/h], [q&, 1]}, with q& identified
below, and the optimality of the set Q& self-evident from inspection of the geometry of the residual
surplus curve R̄←−−

Qudh
′

1
. We do this by finding the quantile q& at which the tangent line intersects

the point (1, 1 + lnh) in the residual surplus curve graph (i.e., the top right corner point). The
correct quantile q& is the one – observably independent of h – that satisfies the equality:

ln
(

q& · h
)

+ (1− q&) ·
1

q&
= 1 + lnh

⇔ ln q& +
1

q&
= 2 (49)

which is a unique q& ∈ (e/8.56, 0.32] (where we chose the lower end point as motivated by h ≥ 8.56).
We end with some notes. Naturally for h& representing its threshold value in [8.55, 8.56] at

which lb2,2 = opt2,1, this critical h
& sets q∗ = e/h& = q&. Increasing h above h&, we still have that

q& is constant but q∗ = e/h is decreasing. Therefore the optimal ironing leaves the range [e/h, q&]
un-ironed for h > h&.

C Supporting Material for Section 4

This section presents supporting material Theorem 5. Appendix C.1 gives the proof. Appendix C.2
analyzes the structure of the order-statistic-separable class of dual blends solutions as identified
by Theorem 5, in particular for understanding the functions g1, g2 and G1, G2 of the theorem
statement.

C.1 Proof of Theorem 5

Theorem 5. Consider non-negative functions g1(·) and g2(·) each with domain (0,∞). For every
z > 0, let g1,z be g1 restricted to the domain [z,∞) and g2,z be g2 restricted to the domain (0, z].
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Each δi blend is a distribution over the set {gi,z : z > 0}. Let og1(z) and ωg2(z) be functions
(as free parameters which we may design) to describe weights corresponding respectively to each
g1,z and to each g2,z.

First, assume g1(·) and g2(·) satisfy the following conditions:

1. The function χ(z) = g1(z)
g2(z)

evaluated in the limit at ∞ is 0, i.e., limz→∞ χ(z) = 0;

2. the function ψ(z) = g2(z)
g1(z)

evaluated in the limit at 0 is 0, i.e., limz→0 ψ(z) = 0;

3. χ(z) must be weakly decreasing, equivalently, ψ(z) must be weakly increasing;

Then the weights functions og1(z) = dψ(z) and ωg2(z) = −dχ(z) give a dual blends solution with:

g(v) = g1(v1) · g2(v2) for v = (v1, v2 ≤ v1)

If the following condition additionally holds:

4. the integrals G1(z) =
∫∞
z g1(y) dy and G2(z) =

∫ z
0 g2(y) dy are positive and finite for all

x ∈ (0,∞);

then for the same function g, there exists a dual blends solution (by modification from the original
solution) for which all of the g1,z and g2,z functions are distributions.

Proof. At a high level, the proof is constructive: it is possible to back out weights functions og1(z)

and ωg2(z). Per the statement, let χ(z) = g1(z)
g2(z)

. Choose

ωg2(z) = (−1) · dχ(z) (50)

such that the upwards-closed integral over all g2,z (where g2,z(v1) is positive) gives
25

∫ ∞

v1

ωg2(z) · g2,z(v1) · g2,z(v2) = (g2(v1) · g2(v2))

∫ ∞

v1

(−1) · dχ(z)

= (g2(v1) · g2(v2))

[

(−1) ·
g1(z)

g2(z)

]∞

v1

= g1(v1) · g2(v2) (51)

where Condition (1) in the theorem statement is sufficient for the final equality. Similarly, let

ψ(z) = g2(z)
g1(z)

and choose

og1(z) = dψ(z) (52)

such that the downward-closed integral over all g1,z (where g1,z(v2) is positive) gives

∫ v2

0
og1(z) · g1,z(v1) · g1,z(v2) = (g1(v1) · g1(v2))

∫ v2

0
dψ(z)

= (g1(v1) · g1(v2))

[

g2(z)

g1(z)

]v2

0

= g1(v1) · g2(v2) (53)

25 Note within the sequence of equation (51) that function g2,z is used in the starting evaluation, where its domain
informs the integral end points; after the end points are fixed however, we have g2,z = g2 everywhere. Thus the first
step can simplify to the common function g2 and pull multiplicative constants out of the integral.
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where Condition (2) is sufficient for the final equality.
By implicit assumption throughout this paper, the weights og1 and ωg2 (and the function g) must

be non-negative everywhere. Observing weights definitions in equations (50) and (52), Condition
(3) is sufficient to meet these high-level assumptions.26 This completes the proof of the main
theorem statement. To prove the distributions-special-case using Condition (4), we show how to
use definitions in the theorem statement to modify the ωg2-side calculations above (and leave the
og1-side to follow from symmetry, similar to the symmetry above between the two sides). For
this setting, we have a modified blends solution. Critically, we have g̃1,z(x) = g1,z(x)/G1(z) and
g̃2,z(x) = g2,z(x)/G2(z). Condition (4) is sufficient to guarantee that all of the functions g̃1,z and g̃2,z
are in fact probability distributions. Choose

ω̃g2(z) = (−1) · dχ(z) · (G2(z))
2 (54)

which “corrects for the normalization” within each g̃i,z by re-factoring the weights, such that the
same effective calculation as before goes through. I.e., the following upward-closed integral gives

∫ ∞

v1

ω̃g2(z) · g̃2,z(v1) · g̃2,z(v2) = (55)

∫ ∞

v1

ω̃g2(z) ·

(

g2,z(v1)

G2(z)

)(

g2,z(v2)

G2(z)

)

= (g2(v1) · g2(v2))

∫ ∞

v1

(−1) · dχ(z)

= (g2(v1) · g2(v2))

[

(−1) ·
g1(z)

g2(z)

]∞

v1

= g1(v1) · g2(v2)

again relying on Conditions (1) and (3). Condition (2) is sufficient for the og1-side to work out
symmetrically, which uses the modification õg1(z) = dψ(z) · (G1(z))

2.

Next we illustrate the math of Theorem 5 for our main example of Quadratics-versus-Uniforms in
Appendix C.1.1. We give a second example in Appendix C.1.2, for which G2(z) =

∫ z
0 g2(x) dx evalu-

ates to∞ and therefore the functions g2,z can not possibly be converted to probability distributions
by trying to normalize their total weights.

C.1.1 Quadratics-versus-Uniforms Dual Blend from Order-statistic Separability

We show how our main example of Quadratics-versus-Uniforms fits into Theorem 5. We use the
distribution-version of the theorem which includes its Condition (4). Motivated by the Quadratics,
let g1(x) = 1/x2 inducingG1(x) = 1/x. Motivated by the Uniforms, let g2(x) = 1 inducingG2(x) = x.
Recall we assume v1 ≥ v2 > 0. Therefore on the Uniforms side we have the following. Note that in
fact, these calculations apply for arbitrary upward-finite g2 because we can wait until the end to
substitute.

χ(z) =
g1(z)

g2(z)
=

1

z2 · g2(z)
, dχ(z) = d

(

1

z2 · g2(z)

)

= (−1) ·
2g2(z) + z · g′2(z)

z3 · (g2(z))2
· dz

(where the evaluation of dχ(z) doesn’t matter but we write it for completeness). We further have

ωg2(z) = (−1) · d

(

1

z2 · g2(z)

)

· (G2(z))
2 =

(

2g2(z) + z · g′2(z)

z3 · (g2(z))2

)

· (G2(z))
2 · dz ≥ 0

26 Without our global assumptions on weights here, Condition (3) could be relaxed.
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with the final inequality included to illustrate that it is non-negative.27 From here we have

∫ ∞

v1

ωg2 ·

(

g2(v1)

G2(z)

)(

g2(v2)

G2(z)

)

=

∫ ∞

v1

(−1) · d

(

1

z2 · g2(z)

)

· (G2(z))
2 ·

(

g2(v1)

G2(z)

)(

g2(v2)

G2(z)

)

=(g2(v1) · g2(v2)) ·

∫ ∞

v1

(−1) · d

(

1

z2 · g2(z)

)

= (g2(v1) · g2(v2))

[

1

z2 · g2(z)

]v1

∞

=
1

v21
· g2(v2)

as desired, because g2(x) = 1 and g(v) = 1/v2
1 is correct for infinite-weight Quadratics-versus-

Uniforms dual blends of Section 3.1. On the Quadratics side, symmetric to the analysis above, we
have

ψ(z) =
g2(z)

g1(z)
= z2, dψ(z) = d

(

z2
)

= 2z · dz

ωg1(z) = d
(

z2
)

· (G1(z))
2 = 2z ·

(

1

z

)2

· dz =
2

z
· dz ≥ 0

Finally we have

∫ v2

0
og1 ·

(

g1(v1)

G1(z)

)(

g1(v2)

G1(z)

)

=

∫ v2

0
d
(

z2
)

· (G1(z))
2 ·

(

g1(v1)

G1(z)

)(

g1(v2)

G1(z)

)

=(g1(v1) · g2(v2)) ·

∫ v2

0
d(z2) = (g1(v1) · g2(v2))

[

z2
]v2
0

=
1

v21
·
1

v22
· v22 =

1

v21

C.1.2 Blends from Order-statistic Independence that are not Distributions

We give a simple second example which illustrates Theorem 5. The dual blends have one side as
Quadratics and the other side as Cubics. In this case, the Quadratics have downward-closed domain
and can not be normalized to distributions because the function G2(x) =

∫ z
0

1/y2 dy =∞. Without
further comment, we write down the evaluations of all necessary elements using the definitions of
Theorem 5:

g1(x) =
1

x3
for x ∈ (0,∞) g2(x) =

1

x2
for x ∈ (0,∞)

g1,z(x) =
1

x3
for x ∈ [z,∞) g2,z(x) =

1

x2
for x ∈ (0, z]

ψ(z) = z for z ∈ (0,∞) χ(z) =
1

z
for z ∈ (0,∞)

og1(z) = 1 · dz for z ∈ (0,∞) ωg2(z) =
1

z2
· dz for z ∈ (0,∞)

27 Here we can also already confirm that

ωg2 =
(

2g2(z)+z·g′2(z)

z3·(g2(z))2

)

· (G2(z))
2 · dz =

(

2·1+z·0
z3·(1)2

)

· (z)2 · dz = 2/z · dz as it should be, given the example.
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∫ ∞

0
og1(z) · g1,z(v1) · g1,z(v2) =

∫ v2

0
og1(z) · g1(v1) · g1(v2) =

∫ v2

0
1 ·

1

v31
·
1

v32
dz

=
1

v31
·
1

v22
= g1(v1) · g2(v2) = g(v)

=

∫ ∞

0
ωg2(z) · g2,z(v1) · g2,z(v2) =

∫ ∞

v1

ωg2(z) · g2(v1) · g2(v2) =

∫ ∞

v1

1

z2
·
1

v21
·
1

v22
dz

Note – this solution concept would fail if we assigned the Quadratics to be upward-closed and
the Cubics to be downward-closed because the monotonicity conditions of Theorem 5 would be
violated.

C.2 Discussion of Theorem 5

Through the rest of this section, we discuss a number of intuitive observations regarding the struc-
ture of Theorem 5.

The gi functions as “un-normalized” density functions. The proof of Theorem 5 makes
clear how a function like g2(v2) = 1 is the common function representing un-normalized density of
every downward-closed uniform distribution Ud0,z. I.e., a process to generate any downward-closed
uniform distribution is to start with g2(v2) = 1 on [0,∞), restrict it to the domain [0, z], and then
divide by the total area under the curve

∫ z
0 g2(y) dy = z. This gives the PDF ud0,z(y) = 1/z.

Similarly, the function g1(v1) gives the un-normalized density of every upward-closed quadratic
distribution Qudz. To normalize g1 to become distribution Qudz, we divide by the tail area
∫∞
z g1(y) dy = 1/z and the resulting PDF is exactly qudz(y) = z/y2.

Application to distributions requires finite tails. In the statement of Theorem 5, the special
case for which we construct g̃1,z and g̃2,z to necessarily be probability distributions required addi-
tionally Condition (4) which states, “the integrals G1(z) =

∫∞
z g1(x)dx and G2(z) =

∫ z
0 g2(x)dx are

positive and finite for all z.” This is necessary because, e.g., g̃1,z(x) = g1,z(x)/G1(z) would otherwise
be not well-defined or 0. See the previous example in Appendix C.1.2.

The interpretation of Condition (4) is that g1 must be everywhere “upward-finite” and g2 must
be everywhere “downward-finite.”

Definition 22. Given a non-negative function gi(x) with domain (0,∞). The function gi(·) is
upward-finite if

∫∞
z gi(x) dx is finite for every z, and it is downward-finite if

∫ z
0 gi(x) dx is finite

for every z.

We identify a couple consequences of this structure. First, it makes permanent the setting of
integral end points when calculating density at a fixed input (v1, v2 ≤ v1) from each side of the
dual blends (recall Figure 2 in Appendix A.4). Second, it allows us to write any number of simple
corollaries to state existence of classes of dual blends that have distributions as elements of the
blends, for example:

Corollary 2. Consider parameterized functions gη(x) = 1/xη for any η ∈ R. Setting g1 = gη+ for
η+ > 1 and g2 = gη− for η− < 1 will meet all conditions (1) through (4) of Theorem 5. Thus, there
is a dual blends solution for which the elements are distributions from any gη+ and gη− .
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Algebraic consequences of the integral endpoints in the construction. The assigned
integral end points of the dual blends calculations – as resulting from Definition 22 – are critical
to making the algebra work out. Specifically, each side observably employs an integral endpoint to
“correct” the gi(vj 6=i) term which originally appears inside the integral, as a “constant” given the
integration per dz.

E.g., the equation in line (55) at the end of the proof of Theorem 5 makes this clear: both gi(vi)
and gi(vj) terms get pulled out. After this step, the evaluation of the integral given its endpoints
is needed to both construct gi(vi) and cancel gi(vj) – there are no other algebraic tools available
to construct the function g. In fact, we can’t change gi(vi) and it passes intact as a factor of g.
Evaluation of the integral must replace the gi(vj) term with a gj(vj) term which is the second
factor of g. Then the weights terms are designed to get the overall integrand correct so that the
anti-derivative function evaluates the “extreme” end point (at 0 or∞) to 0 and the other end point
at vj to convert an original gi(vj) term to gi(vi) as needed within the order-statistic-separable
function g.

With this algebraic set up in mind, it should now be clear why we should not expect a direct
extension of The Blends Technique (or general dual blends solutions) for n ≥ 3. For example,
consider trying to construct dual blends for the function

g(v1, v2, v3) = g1(v1) · g2(v2) · g3(v3)

by direct analogy to the n = 2 case. The problem for generalization is that the design for n = 2
gives each side exactly two “degrees of freedom” to set g1 and g2. To attempt the same design for
n = 3, let i, j be distinct elements of the set {1, 2, 3}. Each side of the (supposed) dual blend must
be symmetric from a functional starting point:

gi(v1) · gi(v2) · gi(v3)

∫ b

0
(·) dz = g(v) = g1(v1) · g2(v2) · g3(v3)

= gj(v1) · gj(v2) · gj(v3)

∫ ∞

a
(·) dz

but there is no way to evaluate the integrals – no matter what their integrands are or what their
endpoints are – to combine with each of

∏

k gi(vk) and
∏

k gj(vk) to get g1(v1) · g2(v2) · g3(v3). The
only solution is gi = gj.

The Gi(·) functions as continuous scalars. By inspection of equation (55), the (finite) func-
tions Gi(x) can in fact be set to any function that is strictly positive (or even more generally,
non-zero) as long as they are still offset by Gi(·) terms in the weights functions. Therefore, the
gi(·) functions only need to be subject to the restrictions on χ(·) and ψ(·) for there to exist a blend
g(v) = g1(v1) · g2(v2).

Corollary 3. Consider non-negative functions g1(·) and g2(·) each with domain (0,∞). Let g1,z
be g1 restricted to the domain [z,∞) and g2,z be g2 restricted to the domain (0, z]. Assume there
exists a dual blends solution

g(v) = g1(v1) · g2(v2) for v = (v1, v2 ≤ v1)

using weights og1(z) and ωg2(z).
Then for any finite, positive functions G1, G2, the weights õg1(z) = og1(z) ·G1(z) and ω̃g2(z) =

ωg2(z) ·G2(z) applied to functions gi,z/Gi(z) describes the same dual blends solution from g1, g2.
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There exists a comparison here to nth-order tensors. The specific observation here is that this
Corollary 3 is analogous to dividing a symmetric tensor’s element-vector az by a factor κz and
multiplying its scalar lz by κnz . In the same way that we can multiply-and-divide by the respective
Gi with no effect on g, these multiplicative factors cancel and have no effect on nth-order tensor
T = lz · (az ⊗ . . . ⊗ az).

D Deferred Full Presentation of Section 5

To restate the main goal of this section from Section 5: for the problem of information-design-design
(from equation (9)), we want to set up and give the proof for Proposition 1:

Proposition 1. Consider the prior independent design problem (Definition 2) given a class of
distributions F , a class of algorithms A, and n inputs. Optimization of the Blends Technique
approach to prior independent lower bounds is described by:

αF ≥ sup
g∈G

[

supδ2∈{δ | δ∈∆(F) and δn=g} (EF∼δ2 [OPTF (F )])

infδ1∈{δ | δ∈∆(Fall) and δn=g} (EF∼δ1 [OPTF (F )])

]

Further, its Numerator Game and its Denominator Game can be independently instantiated as
problems of constrained information design.

An outline for this section is: Appendix D.1 gives an introduction to information design. Ap-
pendix D.2 gives an intuitive explanation of the reduction of the Numerator and Denominator
Games within equation (9) to information design; it includes Lemma 9 which shows that the crux
of the reduction is a straightforward application of Bayes Law. Appendix D.3 introduces Black-
well ordering and observes that our dual blends in the Quadratics-versus-Uniforms example of
Section 3.1 do not have a Blackwell ordering.

Related Work for Information Design The canonical model of information design with a sin-
gle sender and single receiver was introduced by Rayo and Segal (2009) and Kamenica and Gentzkow
(2011). A few points of context with this literature are as follows. In our setting the allowable
posterior distributions are constrained. The early work of Glazer and Rubinstein (2004) – in which
the sender can only present certain kinds of evidence – can be viewed as a posterior-constrained
setting of information design. In our mechanism design applications, the receiver is a seller and
faces a number of potential buyers. Bergemann et al. (2015) previously studied information de-
sign in such a scenario with only one buyer, with the goal of characterizing the feasible outcomes
that a regulator (the sender) can obtain in terms of the tradeoff between revenue and residual
surplus. While it is not directly related to the methods of this paper, there is a literature starting
with Dughmi et al. (2019) that shows that some problems of information design are computation-
ally tractable. See Bergemann and Morris (2019) for a more complete survey of the breadth of
literature on information design.

D.1 Introduction to Information Design

From economics, information design is a game between two players – a Sender and a Receiver –
who have unaligned objective functions. There is an unknown state of the world θ from a set of
states Θ. Realized state θ̂ is Bayesian and is drawn from a prior π̄ that is common knowledge.
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The Sender observes θ̂ and sends a signal s from the signal space S. This is implemented by: up
front, the Sender commits to a signalling strategy σ : Θ→ ∆(S) that maps states to distributions
over signals, with σ ∈ Σ the space of (possibly restricted) strategies.28 Strategies σ implicitly lead
to information structures because of the existence of the prior π̄ – information structures describe
the ex ante correlated distribution over paired state-and-signal. The takeaway is that information
structures represent strategic design by the Sender to convert the prior π̄ into a structured system
of posteriors (conditional for each s) for specific use by the Receiver.

Definition 23. An information structure I : Θ× S → [0, 1] is a correlated probability distribution
over state and signal.

We make two critical observations: an information structure is induced from a given prior π̄ over
state and a signalling strategy σ; and in turn, an information structure induces a posterior distri-
bution over states (conditioned on a realized output signal ŝ).

After the Sender commits to σ, the Sender observes θ̂ and sends a signal ŝ to the Receiver as
randomly drawn from σ(θ̂). The Receiver sees ŝ and chooses an action ω from its action space Ω.
Finally, each player has utility functions respectively as S : Θ× Ω→ R and R : Θ× Ω→ R.

It is standard to assume that the Receiver plays a best-response action: given the context of
knowing π̄ and σ, it uses ŝ to get a posterior distribution over state and then simply optimizes
against the posterior. This leaves the Sender’s construction of σ as the unique strategic consid-
eration, called information design. The utility functions S and R typically embed a degree of
objectives being orthogonal – or adversarial. If the utility functions are aligned (which will be true
for one of our cases), information design is trivial unless the Sender’s signal space is restricted to
not be able to fully reveal the realized state.

D.2 Reduction of Blends Technique Sub-problems to Information Design

This section explains the reduction from the Numerator and Denominator Game sub-problems
within the reorganized Blends Technique in equation (9), to constrained information design. I.e.,
this section proves Proposition 1.

The key element of the reduction is to carefully constrain the Sender’s space of signalling
strategies to blends-revelation signalling strategies, defined as follows. Effectively, we implement a
Revelation Principle for information design which states that the Sender’s signal may as well be a
correct posterior over state space – which we further require to be a symmetric product distribution
– so that the Receiver only needs to best respond to the posterior-signal.

Definition 24. Within information design, we define a blends-revelation signalling strategy (BRSS)
to be a signalling strategy σbr in which:

• signals are distributions;

• the marginal distribution over signal-distributions resulting from σbr as a blend induces g;

• the Receiver’s posterier given any signal-distribution F is in fact Fn.

28 In the context of a fixed prior, there is a bijection between signalling strategies and information structures as
we define them. The economics literature may use the term “information structure” for our signalling strategies.
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Fixing a prior independent design problem (PIP), the instantiation of its Numerator and Denomi-
nator Games (equation (9), Definition 7) as information design problems is now from the following
reduction. The reductions are the same with the exception of the Sender’s objective function
(described in the last point).

• Θ = Vn; state space is the input space of the prior independent algorithm;

• π̄ = g; the prior over states is equal to the correlated distribution g (for any g as fixed by the
outer program in equation (9));

• S = F ; signal space is restricted to be the PIP’s allowable class of distributions F ;

• Σ = {σbr | σbr is a BRSS}; the key element of the reduction: signalling strategy space
Σ is the set of blends-revelation signalling strategies of Definition 24; note that at least one
such signalling strategy must exist because π̄ = g was constructed up front from a blend and
can in fact be implemented (see Lemma 9 below);

• Ω = A; the Receiver’s action space is naturally the algorithm space A from the PIP, and

• R(v, A) = A(v); the Receiver’s utility is equal to the objective of the algorithm designer in
the PIP;

• the Sender’s utility S is either perfectly aligned with the Receiver’s objective (Numerator
Game) or perfectly adversarial to it (Denominator Game):

– Numerator Game: S(v, A) = A(v) = R(v, A);

– Denominator Game: S(v, A) = −A(v) = −R(v, A);

but note how in both cases, because the Sender’s signal is always a correct posterior (per
Definition 24), it must be that the marginal distribution over posteriors has exactly the
structure of a blend.

The challenge for the Sender is how to produce and optimize strategies that meet Definition 24.
From application of Bayes Law, it turns out that the Sender is able to design a signalling strategy in
advance that, ex post observing state, simulates a random latent variable distribution to provide as
signal to the Receiver, in a way that the Receiver will use the distribution-signal as if it is correct.

The Sender chooses a signalling strategy σ using the following outline. Similar to the PIP’s
adversary, the Sender optimizes over δ ∈ ∆(F) such that δn = g. It uses observed state v to do
Bayesian updating on the distribution δ (over distributions F ∈ F) and then randomly draws F̂
from the posterior to send as the signal.

As the final key piece which we state next and prove, this Sender’s choice of randomized σ
yields a “correct” posterior (for every realized F̂ as signal), thereby satisfying the last requirement
of Definition 24. The proof makes clear that lem:iolemma is an application of Bayes Law.

Lemma 9. Given state space Θ equal to algorithm input space Vn and prior π̄ over stats as a blend
g = δ ∈ ∆(F). Given realized v ∼ g, let the Sender’s signalling strategy draw distribution-signal F̂
from the posterior of δ (given v). Then the Receiver’s induced posterior over state is F̂n and the
distribution over induced posteriors is δ.
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Proof. Given correlated g, it is equivalent to assume that inputs were drawn from a two-step
procedure: first draw F ∼ δ ∈ ∆(F) and then draw n inputs i.i.d. from F . Consider from this
perspective that density in the original function g is further broken down for each input to reflect
density of its latent variable F , i.e., consider correlated density g+ over Vn × F . (Note, we can
recover the function g by fixing each v and integrating over F .)

Given the definition of the Designer’s signalling strategy, the correlated distribution over (state,
signal) is exactly equal to g+. The reason is that given g+ the final correlated description over
Vn×F , for every (v, F ), Bayes Law states that the following quantities are equal: Pr[v | F ]·Pr[F ] =
Pr[F | v] · Pr[v]. So we note the following equivalence when applied to our problem.

• The left-hand side of our Bayes-Law-equation gives an unfalsifiable description of how inputs
were generated (see the first sentence of proof).

• The right-hand side describes how (state, signal) pairs are generated within the Information
Design game: first there is a randomly revealed state; and second, per the pre-committed sig-
nalling strategy, there is a random mapping from state to signals using a posterior distribution
(from updating δ given v).

The final point is: receiving a specific signal F̂ , the Receiver’s posterior over Vn is obtained from
conditioning g+ given F̂ and then the Receiver’s posterior is exactly F̂n as desired. Note for this
last point, the Receiver has access to g+ because the Designer’s choice of δ is known.

D.3 Assessment of Blends’ Blackwell Ordering

This section considers if dual blends have the property that one side of the dual blend is “strictly
more informative” than the other side (per Blackwell (1953)), as part of understanding what is
driving prior independent lower bounds that follow from dual blends. It introduces Blackwell
(partial) ordering and shows that the two sides of a dual blend do not generally have a Blackwell
ordering: for our main example of (Section 3.1), there is no informational relationship.

D.3.1 Blackwell Ordering: Global Usefulness and Blackwell “Garbles”

Blackwell (1953) proposed a framework of partial ordering between the distributions over signals
– and their respective systems of posteriors – of two information structures I1 and I2 to reflect
a notion of information-dominance called Blackwell ordering. It is based on two strong proper-
ties being equivalent. According to one description, there is an ordered relationship between the
information structures based on global usefulness, i.e., if one information structure I1 is preferred
to I2 for every possible utility function (by an optimizer using a random signal). The equivalent
descriptive property is called a garbling and it applies when the signals of I2 can themselves be
interpreted as obfuscating mixtures over the signal probabilities of I1 while maintaining exactly
the same induced prior over state.

The next two definitions are presented within the context of the problem statement of infor-
mation design: we are given an information design problem with fixed prior π̄ over state space Θ,
and two feasible information structures I1 : Θ× S1 → [0, 1] and I2 : Θ× S2 → [0, 1] for respective
signal spaces S1 and S2, and a class of allowable Receiver-algorithms A.

Fact 18. Given π̄ and an information structure I2, the signalling strategy σI2 (which induces I2
starting from π̄) can necessarily be reverse-engineered.
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Definition 25 (Blackwell, 1953). Let σI1 , σI2 be the signalling strategies induced by π̄ and the
respective information structures (per Fact 18). Let A∗1, A

∗
2 be optimal algorithms given respective

information structures. Information structure I1 has greater global usefulness than I2 if for every
(Borel-measurable) Receiver’s utility function R, expected optimal utility is weakly greater when
signals are drawn given σI1 compared to signals drawn given σI2 (i.e., if I1 is preferred to I2):

Eθ̂∼π̄, ŝ∼σI1
(θ̂)

[

R(θ̂, A∗1(ŝ))
]

≥ Eθ̂∼π̄, ŝ∼σI2
(θ̂)

[

R(θ̂, A∗2(ŝ))
]

(56)

Definition 26 (Blackwell, 1953). The information structure I2 is a garble of I1 if there exists a
mapping η : S1 × S2 → [0, 1] such that

∫

S2
η(si, sj) dsj = 1 for all si ∈ S1; and for every sj ∈ S2

and every state θ ∈ Θ we have

I2(θ, sj) =

∫

S1

η(si, sj) · I1(θ, si) dsi (57)

i.e., we identify I1 as being more informative (per garbling order) in comparison to I2.
29

We now give Blackwell’s classic theorem which states equivalence of Definition 25 and Definition 26.

Theorem 12 (Blackwell, 1953). An information structure I1 has greater global usefulness than I2
if and only if I2 is a garble of I1.

As contrapositive (in one direction), if there exist two distinct utility functions R1 and R2 such
that I1 is strictly preferred to I2 for R1 but I2 is strictly preferred to I1 for R2, then there can not
be a garbling order relationship between the information structures.

The “strictly different” preferences of distinct information structures given distinct utility functions
is necessary to apply the contrapositive. Motivated by Theorem 12, the common ordering from
global usefulness and garbles is called Blackwell ordering.

D.3.2 Dual Blends Do Not Generally Have Blackwell Ordering

Dual blends are represented by simple information structures when their common correlated distri-
bution g (over inputs in Vn) is interpreted as the prior π̄ over state and when signalling strategies
are designed as in Appendix D.2 using Lemma 9.

When message space S is set equal to distribution class F (as support for elements of the blends),
it is clear that blends properly define an information structure (of Definition 23) as a distribution
over paired message-and-state. For example, describe a blend by I2(Fz,v) = oz ·

∏

k fz(vk). These
are “simple” because the blend already describes posteriors which are independent given a signal
Fz as: n i.i.d. draws from Fz.

Describing blends as information structures aligns exactly with the calculations of lower bounds
in the Blends Technique. Recall for blends δn1 , δ

n
2 , expected “optimal performance” within an

algorithm setting is given by optn,i = EF∼δni , v∼F [OPTF (v)], and then a lower bound is given
by optn,2/optn,1. Each blend is a possible information structure to represent the same underlying
correlated distribution over states, and for each blend the quantity optn,i is the optimal performance
in expectation over state, as the algorithm knows the realized distribution-signal.

29 An intuitive explanation of garbles is: each signal sj ∈ S2 can be interpreted as a distribution over the signals
of si ∈ S1. In response to each signal sj ∈ S2, we respond with a single optimal algorithm for the posterior given sj ,
which may not be optimal given each signal si ∈ S1 in the implicit distribution; hence, I2 has “garbled” I1.
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We are ready to state by counterexample that dual blends do not generally have Blackwell
ordering, using the Quadratics-versus-Uniforms example of Section 3.1 and Definition 23). Recall
Theorem 3 for revenue auctions used an adversary choosing the benchmark from the Uniforms
side of the dual blends but Theorem 4 for residual surplus used the Quadratics side, and that the
settings have distinct objective functions.

Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 each show strict performance gaps for their respective settings. Thus,
these results give an immediate example meeting the condition of the contrapositive statement in
Theorem 12, because a “Receiver” strictly prefers distinct information structures depending on the
auction objective.

Corollary 1. Finite-weight Quadratics-versus-Uniforms dual blends are an example for which there
is no relationship according to Blackwell ordering.
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